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1 Release Notes

Summary of enhancements, fixes, and open issues.

Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence(MTC-OI) lets your mainframe management team visualize and explore
historical data to understand and predict performance to prevent mainframe performance issues. MTC-OI combines multi-
domain data, machine learning, predictive analytics, and a domain-agnostic web application to help your site maintain optimal
mainframe performance. For a detailed overview, see Getting Started.

Note:

For installation and software requirements, see Preparing for Installation.

This Release Notes article explains the key features and details for MTC-OI Release 1.0.01.

New Features
Additional Platform Support

This release includes the zLinux and x86 versions of the Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligenceappliance. The
current scale of the solution using the recommended hardware is capable of around 50,000 metrics per minute. The scaling of
this solution will be undergoing continual improvement. For example, in an environment running with default metrics selected
for 2 LPARs with a moderate IMS, MQ, and CA Netmaster workload produced around 11,000 metrics per minute.

More information: Preparing for Installation

Advanced Commands

This release provides an advanced commands panel that shows more information and functionality for your environment. You
can view information about your hardware, Linux environment, Docker platform. You can also manage FTP, SSL, and Debug
mode.

More information: Command Reference

CA NetMaster® Network Management for TCP/IP Metrics

This release includes network metrics from CA NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP Release 12.2:

• Metrics for Address Spaces in Network Ports (IP Resource Monitor)
• Metrics for Business Applications (TCP/IP Summary)
• Metrics for Stack Interfaces and Activities (Condition Summary)

More information:  Integrate the CA NetMaster® Network Management for TCP/IP Adapter

CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation Alerts

This release enhances the Notifier and lets you send MTC-OI alerts to CA OPS/MVS based on predefined rules. If your CA
OPS/MVS has a rule that matches an alert, CA OPS/MVS sends a response back to MTC-OI. You then receive an email
about the alert. This email provides the automation response details, such as the Response Time, Response Text, and the CA
OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation LPAR. This feature works with CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation Release 12.2, Release 12.3, or Version 13.0.

More information:  Address CA OPS/MVS Alert Prerequisites and Integrate with CA OPSMVS and Create and Manage
Email Notifications

Dashboard and Reporting

This release provides tabbed Dashboard and Reporting support for the following products:

• CA SYSVIEW Release 14.2 or Version 15.0 metrics
• CA NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP Release 12.2 network metrics

More information: 

• Create and Manage Dashboards
• Create and Manage Reports

Mainframe Team Center - Appliance Controller
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Mainframe Team Center - Appliance Controller lets you view the status and health-related information of Mainframe Team
Center - Operational Intelligenceinstantaneously. You can view and manage the health of MTC - OI, its underlying services,
and the corresponding micro services in near real time.

More information: Mainframe Team Center - Appliance Controller

Known Issues

This release includes the following known issues:

Unable to Log in to CA Mainframe Operational Intelligence and View or Create Reports Using Self-
Signed Certificates When Using HTTPS Mode in Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Microsoft Edge

Symptom:

When you access MTC-OI for the first time, you see an error messge while logging in, and while viewing or creating reports.

Solution:

Note:

We recommend that you use a certificate from a trusted certificate authority, so that you can log in without any issues. For a
valid trusted certificate, contact your enterprise support team.

Alternatively, you can add a certificate to your browser.

Follow these steps for Firefox:

1. Access the Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence URL.
A warning message appears.

2. Click Advanced and click Add Exception.
The login page appears.

3. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.
4. Click Create Report.

A panel shows that Your connection is not secure.
5. Right-click in the window and select This Frame, Open Frame in New Tab.
6. Click Advanced, and then click Add Exception, 
7. Click Confirm Security Exception.

The reports page opens in a new tab.
8. Close the tab and return to the tab where MTC-OI is open.
9. Navigate to a different page in the MTC-OI UI and navigate back to the Create Reports page.

Follow these steps for Internet Explorer and Edge:

Symptom:

When you install MTC-OI, self-signed certificates are created to enable SSL communication. We recommend that you use
valid certificates that are signed by Certificate Authority to enable SSL communication. Internet Explorer and Edge browsers
show error messages when you access MTC-OI using self-signed certificates.

Solution:

Fix the self-signed certificate related issues that occur while accessing MTC-OI and MTC-AC in Internet Explorer 11 or Edge
browsers.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the MTC-OI SSL URL from Internet Explorer or Edge browser.
2. Click Continue to this website (not recommended).
3. If you see Certificate error, install the self-signed certificate in the system.

Note:

• For more information about how to install the certificate see, https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/
robert_mcmurray/2013/11/15/how-to-trust-the-iis-express-self-signed-certificate/

• If you are creating a certificate in MTC-OI during installation, we recommend that you provide the host name of the system
where you have installed MTC-OI, for the Company Parameter CN.

In Reports the is not equal to  and the  is not between  Operators   are not Supported

Symptom:

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/robert_mcmurray/2013/11/15/how-to-trust-the-iis-express-self-signed-certificate/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/robert_mcmurray/2013/11/15/how-to-trust-the-iis-express-self-signed-certificate/
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The  is not equal to and  is not between  operators do not work.

Solution:

This functionality is not supported in this release.

Third-Party Software Agreements

View the third-party software legal acknowledgments information for the components that MTC-OI uses.

2 Getting Started

An overview of features and basic use of the product.

MTC-OI lets your mainframe management team visualize and explore current and historical performance data, from across
your mainframe, from one location. MTC-OI also uses machine learning to predict future performance, based on historical
data. Data-science algorithms provide the team with embedded and predictive analytics. MTC-OI models your data and
provides multiple tools to analyze it in your Web browser.  MTC-OI tools include self-service alerts, dashboards, metrics, and
reports.

Based on the historical, current, and forecast data, the team can:

• Anticipate incidents
• Remediate faster
• Improve collaboration among the mainframe management team
• Optimize performance continuously

Using MTC-OI, the team can complete the following tasks:

• Access months of historical data from systems across multiple domains.
• View a historical graph of a metric that is overlaid with colored prediction bands that illustrate decreasing likeliness of

metric performance. 
• Analyze metrics to answer questions, such as:

• What is normal for this metric in my shop?
• Is the current value of this metric outside of the expected value?
• Based on past observations, how tightly can I set a threshold without producing too many false-positive alarms?

• Explore Green Highway charts, which provide a descriptive summary of past metric behavior at specific stages of your
system’s business cycle.  These charts provide a qualitative description of when your system is the most or least active. The
charts also provide a quantitative description of what values for each metric are typical and a forecast of where new values
may appear. 

• Produce anomaly alerts that are derived from Green Highways. Because Green Highways describe the likelihood of metric
values, they also describe what values would be anomalous. MTC-OI uses this data to generate statistical anomaly alerts
for individual extreme values and for a series of values that are individually not unusual, but anomalous when observed
together.   

MTC-OI combines multi-domain data, machine learning, predictive analytics, and a domain-agnostic web application to help
your site maintain optimal mainframe performance.

To learn more about the challenge that MTC-OI addresses, see this video:

To learn more about the MTC-OI solution, review the following topics:

MTC-OI Architecture

This diagram shows the MTC-OI solution architecture. MTC-OI provides a predictive analytics engine and a UI to display and
monitor historical data from multiple base products (for example, CA SYSVIEW or CA Netmaster for TCP/IP). Also, you can
view the historical data across multiple domains and use multiple tools to do so. In this solution, the adapter connects MTC-
OI to the base products The data flows from the base product through the adapter to the data ingestion bus, which includes the
analytics engine. The MTC-OI UI displays the data in customizable dashboards, reports, and alerts.

MTC-OI can alert the mainframe management team to potential performance issues. To remediate those issues, a specific IT
user would go to base product and make the necessary changes.
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Figure 1: MOIARCH1001

Mainframe Management Team Audience

MTC-OI lets your mainframe management team view data from multiple data sources to review current and
historical performance, view potential future performance, and craft a domain-specific remediation plan to prevent incidents.

This team can include:

• Application support
• Automation engineers|
• Managers
• Middleware administrators
• Network engineers
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• Operations personnel
• Storage engineers
• System programmers

This team view of multi-domain data facilitates increased collaboration and more efficient partnerships.

MTC-OI Components

MTC-OI brings together the following components:

• Source DataThe Data Analysis architecture processes your source data, which originates from the product data that you
feed into MTC-OI. This product data is collected and sent, and then stored historically in the Analysis Engine. MTC-OI lets
you feed data from the following sources:

• CA NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP Release 12.2
• CA SYSVIEW Release 14.2 or Version 15.0

• Analysis Engine
• The Analysis Engine applies statistical process controls to identify significant deviations from typical system behavior.

MTC-OI builds an Analytics Chart to depict the most typical values of a metric as a center line. This line is bounded by
colored bands above and below, that track the characteristic volatility of the metric over time. Alert points are identified
where the analysis engine detects an unusual event relative to the historical data. Alerts are grouped by their maximum
deviations from typical behavior.

• MTC-OI Web ApplicationThe end-user web application is an easy to install and configure web application that you can
use with most Web browsers and mobile devices. Features include an Analysis Page with the Alerts Table and Metric
Charts, and a Metric Explorer interface for exploring metrics across your system. A default dashboard provides a snapshot
view of actual metric data for components in your monitoring environment.

Mainframe Team Center - Appliance Controller

As an administrator, it is critical for you to view the status of the applications you manage and take quick corrective actions.
To monitor all micro services that are associated with an application, you require a dashboard that displays container-level
metrics for you to monitor, measure, and manage appliance health.

Mainframe Team Center - Appliance Controller lets you view the status and health-related information of an appliance
instantaneously. You can view and manage the health of an application, its underlying services, and the corresponding micro
services in near real time. You can use Mainframe Team Center - Appliance Controller to view, monitor, and manage the
services and micro-services that are associated with an application.

Note:

Address MTC-OI Prerequisites

Address Adapter Prerequisites

Administrating

 

 

 Getting Started with the CA SYSVIEW Performance
Management Adapter
MTC - OI lets you visualize and explore historical CA SYSVIEW data that has been analyzed to
determine what is expected. CA SYSVIEW (r14.2 or higher) data is processed by the MTC - OI Data
Analysis architecture. The data originates from the CA SYSVIEW data collection process. The CA
SYSVIEW data is collected and sent, and then stored historically in the Analysis Engine. The data are
processed to reveal meaningful analytics for your application. For more information about the data
collection process, see CA SYSVIEW Data Collection.

MTC - OI lets you visualize and explore historical CA SYSVIEW data that has been analyzed to determine what is
expected. CA SYSVIEW (r14.2 or higher) data is processed by the MTC - OI Data Analysis architecture. The data originates
from the CA SYSVIEW data collection process. The CA SYSVIEW data is collected and sent, and then stored historically in
the Analysis Engine. The data are processed to reveal meaningful analytics for your application. For more information about
the data collection process, see CA SYSVIEW Data Collection.

The source of the data is time series data (TSD):

http://docops.ca.com/ca-sysview/15-0/en/administering/data-collection
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• Consists of performance metrics that are collected at intervals
• Is equivalent to the data collection metrics in CA SYSVIEW 
• Is the initial type of data that is published by CA SYSVIEW 

For more information about TSD, see the CA SYSVIEW MVSMON parmlib member. To view this content, you are taken to
a separate DocOps site. Therefore, we recommend that you right-click on the link and select Open in New Tab. To determine
which variables are available for TSD, see the TSD column in the VARS command.

Note: Data that is disabled is not collected.

Warning:

- You must install and configure CA SYSVIEW r14.2 or higher before installing MTC-OI. 

- After completing all the MTC-OI installation procedures, return to the CA SYSVIEW DocOps space to
confirm that the installation between CA SYSVIEW and MTC-OI is correct. Follow the instructions in the CA
SYSVIEW Installation Verification Procedure topic.

 Getting Started with the CA Netmaster Network Management
for TCP/IP Adapter
MTC-OI lets you collect, view, and analyze data from the nwmip. Doing so gives Network Engineers a
historical view of activity and performance in their network. With MTC-OI, you can identify future
potential issues and remediate them before they can occur. This article explains the nwmip metrics that
you can view in MTC-OI.

MTC-OI lets you collect, view, and analyze data from the CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP. Doing so gives Network Engineers a
historical view of activity and performance in their network. With MTC-OI, you can identify future potential issues and
remediate them before they can occur. This article explains the CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP metrics that you can view in
MTC-OI.

After you enable and configure the CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Adapter, MTC-OI displays data for the following groups of
metrics, which are explained later on this article:

• Metrics for address spaces in network ports
• Metrics for stack interfaces and activities
• Metrics for business applications

Verify that CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is configured to monitor the metrics from those three groups that you want MTC-
OI to analyze. If CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is not configured to monitor a metric, no data appears for that metric in MTC-
OI. 

• By default, CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP monitors all metrics for address spaces in network ports, except for Packets In
per second and Packets Out per second.

• By default, CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP monitors all metrics for stack interfaces and activities.
• CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP always monitors all metrics for business applications, as explained later on this page.

If necessary, configure CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to monitor the metrics you want from these groups, as
follows: manually update each resource or update and apply a resource template using /RADMIN.T.R.ASMON.

Review the following sections for details about the metrics and how to use them.

Metrics for Address Spaces in Network Ports

CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the following metrics concerning the address spaces of network ports summarized by
port to MTC-OI for analysis. The analyzed data highlights anomalies in the activities in these address spaces and helps you
find abnormal activities. 

• Current number of active connections
• Current number of connections in the backlog
• Connections rejected due to backlog exceeded
• Bytes In per second
• Bytes Out per second
• Packets In per second
• Packets Out per second

http://docops.ca.com/ca-sysview/15-0/en/administering/library-members/cnm4bprm-parmlib-members/z-os-members/mvsmon
http://docops.ca.com/ca-sysview/15-0/en/working-with-mainframe-team-center/installation-verification-procedure
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In CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, the address space metrics appear on the IP Resource Monitor, which you can access by
entering /ASPMON. This action navigates you to the IP Resource Monitor with a filter applied that shows only resources with
class ASMON.

To see which metrics for the resource are being monitored, enter an H next to the resource to see its performance history. If a
metric shows no performance history and you want to monitor it, verify that CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is configured to
monitor it, as explained earlier on this article.

Metrics for Business Applications

CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the following metrics for business applications summarized by port to MTC-OI for
analysis. The analyzed data highlights anomalies in the activities of the business applications and helps you find abnormalities
that are related to specific business functions.  

• Current number of active connections
• Bytes In per second
• Bytes Out per second
• Packets In per second
• Packets Out per second

In CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, the business application metrics appear on the TCP/IP Summary panel, which you can
access by entering /IPSUM. Under the IP Traffic Summary section, expand the Application group. The metrics data are based
on the last complete five-minute interval. You can obtain more detailed information by entering HLP next to the application.

The metrics also appear on Mainframe Team Center - Network Management. To access them, select IP Diagnostics, IP
Summary, Summary Charts Application. To view this content, you are taken to a separate DocOps site. Therefore, we
recommend that you right-click on the link and select Open in New Tab.

As an administrator, you define which business applications to monitor. MTC-OI always collects these metrics for all business
applications that you define. You cannot turn off the monitoring of business applications, but you can define new business
applications and can delete existing ones.

Metrics for Stack Interfaces and Activities

CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the following metrics summarized by stack in a configurable time series format to MTC-
OI for analysis. These metrics focus on the stack interfaces and the TCP, IP, and UDP activities of stacks. The analyzed data
highlights anomalies in stack metrics and helps you detect when stack attributes are in an abnormal state. 

• IP Input Bytes per second         
• IP Output Bytes per second      
• IP Fragmentation %         
• IP Fragmentation Fail %    
• IP Reassembly %            
• IP Reassembly Failure %    
• IP Input Error %           
• IP Input Discard %         
• IP Output Discard %        
• TCP Current Connections    
• TCP Retransmissions %      
• TCP Cons Dropped per second     
• TCP Rcv Out-of-Order %     
• TCP Receive Error %        
• UDP Discard %
• IF Bandwidth Util % Input
• IF Bandwidth Util % Output
• IF Packets Discarded %
• IF Packets in Error %
• IF Bytes In per second
• IF Bytes Out per second
• IF Packets In per second
• IF Packets Out per second
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In CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, the stack metrics appear on the Condition Summary. The Condition Summary appears on
the TCP/IP Summary panel, which you can access  by entering /IPSUM. Expand the Stack IP, TCP, and UDP Layers entry.
Alternatively, expand Stack Network Interfaces.

You can enter an I next to an attribute to display details. For example, enter an I next to TCP Retransmissions % to see details
about it. You can obtain more detailed information by entering HLP next to the condition.

Also, you can enter /STKMON and enter one of the following commands for a stack resource to see its performance history:

• IP – for TCP, IP, or UDP history
• WI – for Interface history

If a metric shows no performance history and you want to monitor it, verify that CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is configured
to monitor it, as explained earlier on this page.

In Mainframe Team Center - Network Management, the stack metrics also appear on the Condition Summary. You can
enter I next to a condition to display or hide a brief explanation. 

3 Preparing for Installation

Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence (MTC-OI) is a component that supports a multi-
product CA solution that lets you visualize and explore historical data that has been analyzed to determine
what is expected. MTC-OI models your historical data, and provides multiple ways of viewing it in your
web browser.

Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence (MTC-OI) is a component that supports a multi-product CA solution that
lets you visualize and explore historical data that has been analyzed to determine what is expected. MTC-OI models your
historical data, and provides multiple ways of viewing it in your web browser.

This article details the prerequisite tasks that you can complete before the day that you install MTC-OI. Doing so increases the
likelihood of a quick and seamless MTC-OI installation. The following diagram shows the workflow to complete prerequisite
tasks.
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Figure 2: Install Flow
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1. Address MTC-OI Prerequisites.

1.1 Install Base CA Common Services 14.1.
2.1 Install CA Common Service USS-Based Service.
3.1 Install and Configure CCS Data Mover.
4.1 Install the CCS Message Service.

Note:

Installing CA Common Services is part of the MTC-OI prerequisites.
2. Address CA OPS/MVS Prerequisites.
3. Address Adapter Prerequisites.

 

 

 Address MTC-OI Prerequisites
This article details the prerequisites for MTC-OI. We recommend that you complete these items before
the day of installation.

This article details the prerequisites for MTC-OI. We recommend that you complete these items before the day of installation.

Note:

To allow downloads of our microservices, you will need HTTPS access through port 843 for the following domains:

• *packages.ca.com
 If *packages.ca.com is not allowed, you can add mtcoi.packages.ca.com to your whitelist instead.

• dl.bintray.com
• akamai.bintray.comhttp://akamai.bintray.com

Port Requirements

• The MTC-OI application only uses ports 61480 (http) and 61443 (https).
• The Mainframe Team Center – Appliance Controller only uses ports 61980 (http) and 61983 (https).

Software Requirements

• Open SSH
• ICSF
• Java 8 (64-bit)

Verify that your TSO region size is sufficiently large enough to run Java programs under z/OS. For example, 2 GB.
• CA Common Services for z/OS (CCS) Release 14.1 at any supported z/OS level per the Compatibility Matrix. For details,

see CCS Release 14.1 Requirements.
• VMware (for Linux on x86_64 only)

Note:

Only VMware is certified for Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence. If you use another virtualization product,
contact CA Support Online.

Storage Requirements

• 3390 DASD space for SMPE zFS, PDS, and VSAM data sets: 6 GB

Linux on x86_64 ISO Preparation

The following diagram shows how the installation works on x86_64:

http://akamai.bintray.com
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Figure 3: Linux on x86_64 ISO Preparation

1. This release of MTC-OI supports installing the MTC-OI appliance on Linux on x86_64. 
The ISPF experience is similar to the Linux on z ISPF experience.

2. The x86_64 process prepares an ISO file inside the installation directory. 
This installation differs from the Linux on z preparation which requires the 3390 DASDs for the Boot Loader and Ext2
Filesystem

3. After this ISO preparation completes, you sftp the ISO file to your VMware system which requires the five virtual disks.

Linux on x86_64 Environment Requirements

Requirement Value

Linux on x86_64

You do not need a preexisting operating system or license.

Minimum: 8 processors, Recommended: 16 processors

64 GB RAM

Minimum (Proof of Concept): 

5 Virtual Disks (minimum)

Recommended (Production):

The number of Virtual Disks varies based on the number of
LPARs that you are monitoring, your data retention needs,
and archival settings.

(Proof of Concept) 100 GB Total

Linux on z DASD Preparation

The following diagram shows how the installation works on s390x:
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Figure 4: Linux on z DASD Preparation

1. This release of MTC-OI uses ZFS instead of NFS, but it now requires two shareable 3390 volumes for the Boot Loader and
Ext2 Filesystem.

• The Boot Loader volume (MOD1 DASD or greater) is only used to start the IPL for the installation. 
When you complete the installation, one of the five drives in the 3390 Storage is then used as the root filesystem that
you boot from going forward. 

• The Ext2 Filesystem volume (MOD1 DASD or greater) contains several utilities and the full volume dump (on an
empty partition) of the Linux on z operating system, which lets you complete the installation.

2. After the Ext2 Filesystem volume completes this process, you go on the Native LPAR or the Guest on the VM LPAR, and
then you initiate the IPL.

Sample VM Directory

USER LINUX123 LINUX123 8G 8G G 64 INCLUDE LINUX COMMAND SET VCONFIG
 MODE LINUX COMMAND DEF CPU 0 TYPE IFL *ED= 16/08/16 10:53:59
 DOWTI01 EDIT 16/05/02 ACCOUNT LINUX123 LINUX123 R2 R3 R4 R5
 R6 R7 *-------------------------------------* * THIS GUEST IS
 RUNNING OS TYPE LINUX * *-------------------------------------
* * Virtual-Switched LAN, 141.nnn.nnn.??? portname "INTRANET", *
 Gateway 141.nnn.nnn.nnn Broadcast 141.nnn.nnn.nnn, * Netmask
 255.nnn.nnn.nnn. 
* dsk 200 Swap 409600 512byte blocks = 200M SHARE REL 100 ABSOLUTE 15%
 LIMITSOFT ACIGROUP LINUX IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR MACH ESA NICDEF C00 TYPE
 QDIO DEVICES 3 LAN SYSTEM INTRANET NICDEF D00 TYPE QDIO DEVICES 3 LAN
 SYSTEM INTRAV6 CONSOLE 0009 3215 T OPERATOR SPOOL 000C 2540 R * SPOOL
 000D 2540 P A SPOOL 000E 1403 A LINK USERTOOL 0192 00CA RR LINK MAINT
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 0190 0190 RR LINK MAINT 019D 019D RR LINK MAINT 019E 019E RR MDISK
 200 FB-512 V-DISK 409600 MR MDISK 191 3390 51 1 VMZ004 MR MDISK 201
 3390 33381 6676 VZL106 MR MDISK 202 3390 46736 10017 VZL108 MR MDISK
 203 3390 10018 10017 VZL114 MR MDISK 204 3390 20035 10017 VZL113
 MR MDISK 205 3390 20035 10017 VZL112 MR MDISK 206 3390 20035 10017
 VZL111 MR MDISK 207 3390 20035 10017 VZL110 MR MDISK 208 3390 0 END
 ABCnnX MWV MDISK 209 3390 0 END ABCnnY MWV

Linux on z Environment Requirements

Requirement Value

Linux on z Machine

You do not need a preexisting operating system or license.

• 2 MOD1 DASD or greater for the Install files

*At least 2 volsers must be sharable in read/write status
between z/OS and Linux.

Minimum: 1 processor, Recommended: 2 processors

64 GB RAM

Minimum (Proof of Concept): 

5 3390 DASD Volumes (minimum). The 2 MOD1 volumes
for the Install files are included in this minimum 5.

• 1 MOD9 or greater for the root filesystem
• 4 MOD27. You can use multiple volumes to make a

filesystem

Recommended (Production):

The number of DASD volumes varies based on the number
of LPARs that you are monitoring, your data retention needs,
and archival settings. We recommend 4 or greater MOD27
volumes for images and data files.

(Proof of Concept) 100 GB Total

Browser Requirements

Browser Version Operating System

Internet Explorer IE 11.0.9600.18697 Windows 7 Enterprise, SP1

Chrome 59 Windows 7 Enterprise

Firefox 54.0.1 Windows 7 Enterprise, SP1

Safari 10.1.1 (12603.2.4) Mac OS Sierra 10.12.5

Edge 10 Windows 10

Warning:

When you access MTC-OI from Internet Explorer 11.0.9600.18697 the Report and Dashboard sections display security
certificate error message.

When you access MTC - AC from from Internet Explorer 11.0.9600.18697 topology cannot be displayed.

CA Common Services for z/OS 14.1 Requirements

The following CA Common Services for z/OS (CCS) 14.1 pax files and PTFs are required. You must install them in this
order.

• CCS Base (pax)
• CCS USS Based Services (pax)
• CCS Data Mover (PTFs)
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• CCS Message Service (PTFs)

Warning:

• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1
into each CSI that you will use for MTC-OI components. 

• For all CCS installation procedures, use the content that is provided in the CA Common Services Release 14.1
documentation. To view this content, you are taken to a separate DocOps site. Therefore, we recommend that you
right-click on the link and select Open in New Tab. The pax installation and PTF maintenance procedures reside
under the Installing section. You can install all CCS components using native SMP/E sample JCL (pax ESD) or CA
Chorus Software Manager.

CA Common Services Release 14.1 (CCS - BASE - ESD ONLY)

• CA Common Services r14.1, including all base product FMIDs, is a prerequisite component that you need to install for
CCS USS-Based Services. 

• If necessary, you can download CA Common Services Release 14.1 from support.ca.com. The product file is listed as CCS
- BASE - ESD ONLY

• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each
CSI that you will use for MTC-OI components. 

• You must install this pax file before installing the CCS USS-Based Services.
• After an IPL, CCS Base Services do not autostart. Set up the CCS Base services to autostart after an IPL.

CA Common Services USS-Based Services (CCS - USS BASED SERVICES)

• Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the native SMP/E (pax ESD) installation process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the process.

• The USERID that performs the installation must have basic OMVS access (an OMVS segment).
• You must install USS-Based Services into the existing CCS Release 14.1 SMP/E CSI.
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

CSI that you will use for MTC-OI components. 
• When you install USS-Based Services, establish a USS hierarchical file system first as part of the installation process. You

require a USS z/OS ZFS to install USS-Based Services.
• After an IPL, the CCS USS-Based Services do not autostart. Set up CCS USS-Based Services to autostart after an IPL.
• The following list describes the FMIDs that are contained in the USS-Based Services pax file:

CFF5E10 Data Collector Service
Supplies you with the functionality for the Data Collector Service (Data Collector for z/OS). This service lets you integrate
CA Unified Infrastructure Management znetwork (Network Monitoring) Probe with z/OS environments. The functionality
that you require is contained in this pax file.
CFGBE10 Message Service
Supplies you with the functionality for the Message Service. This service lets you integrate data flows with z/OS
environments. We deliver this functionality to you using other PTFs.
CFF6E10 Java to z/OS Service
Supplies you with the functionality for Java to z/OS. The functionality that you require is contained in this pax file.
CFGAE10 Apache Tomcat
Reserved future use. We will deliver this functionality to you through PTFs.
CFGCE10 Supplemental Services
Reserved for future use. We will deliver this functionality to you through PTFs.
CFGDE10 Apache ActiveMQ
Reserved for future use. We will deliver this functionality to you through PTFs.

CA Common Services Data Mover PTFs (RO92374 and RO96072)

• The Data Mover is a component of the CCS USS Based Service. Before you install the Data Mover PTF, verify that the
CCS Address Space Shell program properties table (PPT) entry is defined for this CA Common Service. For information
about how to define PPTs, see Configure CA Common Services Without CA CSM. This link takes you to another DocOps
space. We recommend that you open it in another tab within your browser so that you can return to this page more readily. 

• After an IPL, the CCS Data Mover Services do not autostart. Set up Data Mover service to autostart after an IPL. 
• Set up the Data Mover as a startup dependency for the CA Common Services Message Service at IPL time. 

CA Common Services Message Service PTFs (RO91353, RO92295, RO94430, and RO96099)

• The Message Service is a common component that coordinates the movement of CA Technologies product data or z/OS
data from z/OS data producers to z/OS platform data consumers.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
http://support.ca.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• After you install the CCS Message Service and you go through the Install the Operational Intelligence Platform, you go
back and configure the CCS Message Service so that it points to the MTC-OI appliance. You edit the ZMSENVT member
in the CAW0OPTV data set:

1. For MQ_HUB_HOST environment variable, define the host name of the appliance.
2. For MQ_HUB_PORT environment variable, define the port that you want Message Service to use to communicate with

the appliance.
3. Enable the adapters that you want to use and disable adapters that you do not want to use by searching for 

#Adapter Activation Status

 in the ZMSENVT member, as illustrated by the following example:

#Adapter Activation Status                 
DISCOVERY_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=ENABLED
ZDM_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=DISABLED     
OPS_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=DISABLED  

• After an IPL, the CCS Message Service does not autostart. Set up the CCS Message Service to autostart after an IPL.

Installation Checklists

This section provides all parameters that you encounter during MTC OI platform installation. Ensuring that you have all these
parameters ready can help speed up your installation. 

Note:

• You must have SUPERUSER (root) authority or the required SAF profile setting to issue the USS mount command for the
file system.

• You must have the proper security permissions to access the ICKDSF and ADRDSSU utilities.
• You must complete the installation from only one userid. You can add more userids after the installation to manage your

deployment in ISPF.

Warning:

You cannot use the root user id to complete any part of the MTC-OI installation. For example, you must use Admin or
the user who has administrative permissions for the user id field in Appliance Setup.

Useful Linux Commands

You can use the lsqeth and lscss Linux commands to get information about a Linux environment.

• The lsqeth command displays a summary of information about qeth-based network devices.
• The lscss command gathers subchannel information from sysfs and display it in a summary format.

Storage (zLinux Only)

Parameter Definition Your Value

Boot Loader Volser The Boot Loader Volser of your Linux
on z device.

________________

Appliance IPL Address The IPL address of your Linux on z
device.

________________

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/linuxonibm/com.ibm.linux.z.lgdd/lgdd_r_lsqeth_cmd.html
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/linuxonibm/com.ibm.linux.z.lgdd/lgdd_r_lscss_cmd.html
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Disks for Data Storage and Log Files At least five disks for Mainframe Team
Center - Operational Intelligence to
reside on, as mentioned in the Linux on z
Environment Requirements. The address
format is 0.0.0000.

________________

________________ ________________

________________ ________________
________________

________________ ________________
________________

Network

Note:

Check with your network administrator for this information.

Parameter Definition Your Value

Appliance Hostname The IPL Volser of your device. ________________

Host Name The host name of your target server. ________________

Domain Name The domain name of your network. ________________

TCP/IP Address The TCP/IP address of your target
server.

________________

Network Mask The network mask of your target server. ________________

Network Mask Number The number of the network mask of
your target server.

________________

Gateway Address The gateway address of your target
server. 

________________

Interface Address (zLinux only) The interface address of
your target server.

________________

Email Server Hostname or IP Address The host name or IP address of your
email server.

________________

Email Server Port Number The port number of your email server. ________________

Email Server User Name The user name that is used to log in to
the SMTP server.

________________

Email Server Password. The password that is used to log in to
the SMTP server.

________________

Network Security

You can use Microsoft Active Directory, LDAP, or the Default Web Application User Account .

Note:

Check with your network administrator for this information.

Microsoft Active Directory

If you use Microsoft Active Directory for UI security settings, use this table.

Parameter Definition Your Value

Microsoft Active Directory adServer The hostname of the Active Directory
Server for the UI security settings.

________________

Microsoft Active Directory adPort The port number of the LDAP service
(sLapd) on the LDAP server.

Default: 389.

________________
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Microsoft Active Directory domain The domain name of the Active
Directory domain controller.

Example: company.com.

If you are using Microsoft Active
Directory, this setting is used for UI
security.

________________

Microsoft Active Directory
userPhotoAttribute

The name of the Active Directory user
attribute that contains the thumbnail
photo for the user. This value is used for
the UI security settings if you are using
Microsoft Active Directory. (Optional)

________________

Network Security (LDAP)

If you use LDAP for UI security settings, use this table.

 

Parameter Definition Your Value

LDAP

ldapServer

The hostname or IP address of the
LDAP server for the UI security
settings.

________________

LDAP

ldapPort

The port number of the LDAP service
(sLapd) on the LDAP server.

Default: 389.

________________

LDAP

baseDN

The base of the distinguished name
(DN) used to look up usernames in the
LDAP tree. This value is used for the UI
security settings if you are using LDAP.

________________

LDAP

userBase

The base location of users within the
baseDN. This value is used for the UI
security settings if you are using LDAP.

________________

LDAP

 userAttribute

The name of the LDAP attribute that
contains the user identity. This value is
used for the UI security settings if you
are using LDAP.

________________

LDAP

 passwordAttribute

The name of the LDAP attribute that
contains the user password. This value
is used for the UI security settings if you
are using LDAP. (Optional)

________________

LDAP

 managerDN

The complete DN of the manager
account for logging in to LDAP. This
value is used for the UI security settings
if you are using LDAP. (Optional)

________________

LDAP

 managerPassword

The password of the manager account.
Required only if managerDN is
specified. This value is used for the UI
security settings if you are using LDAP.
(Optional)

________________

LDAP

 ldapUserPhotoAttribute

The name of the LDAP user attribute
that contains the thumbnail photo for
the user. This value is used for the UI
security settings if you are using LDAP.
(Optional)

________________
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Use the Default Web Application User Account 

This option creates the Security Settings File.

General

Parameter Definition Your Value

Root Directory The USS Directory where you want to
install the MF Operational Intelligence
Platform Base Component.

________________

Administrator User ID The user ID of the administrator of your
target system.

________________

Administrator Name The name of the administrator of your
target system.

________________

Path where Java is found Where Java is installed. ________________

SSL Generate Path Where you want the SSL keys to be
stored.

Before you generate the SSL Keystore
during installation, preallocate the SSL
directory.

 ________________

Next Steps: Adapter Prerequisites and Component Installation

After you complete all MTC-OI prerequisites, complete the following procedures in the specified order:

Note:

If you are using VMware, before addressing Data Source prerequisites, Configure a VMware Guest for MTC OI.

• Address CA OPS/MVS alerts prerequisites
• Address Data Source prerequisites
• Install MTC-OI
• Configure the CCS Message Service
• Configure the Adapters that apply to your site

 Configure a VMware Guest for MTC OI
To install the appliance on Linux on x86_64, you must use a VMware virtual machine.

To install the Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligenceappliance on Linux on x86_64, you must use a VMware
virtual machine.

Create a VMware Guest for MTC OI

You create a VMware guest from the client software.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the VMware client software, and select the VMware Host Server in the list of host and virtual servers. 
Example: hostserver.domain.com

2. Click File, New, Virtual Machine.
The Create New Virtual Machine dialog appears.

3. Select a Typical installation, and click Next.
4. Enter a name (such as VM Demo) for your virtual machine and click Next.

The Storage dialog appears and displays the default destination storage for the virtual machine files.
5. Click Next to use the default settings.
6. Select Linux as the Guest Operating System, and click Next.

The Network dialog appears and displays the default network connections for the virtual machine.
7. Click Next to use the default settings.

The Create a Disk dialog appears and lets you specify the virtual disk size.
8. Specify 16 GB as the Virtual disk size, select Thin Provision for the initial hard disk, and click Next.
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Note:

With Thin Provision, the virtual machine only uses as much storage as it needs. For example, you specify 16 GB and
Thin Provision. You only need 6 GB initially, so the virtual machine only uses 6 GB out of the 16 GB that you specified.
However, if the disk space needs to grow over time because your environment expands, the amount of allocated storage
increases toward that 16-GB limit that you specified originally. To allocate the entire requested disk space at once, select
Thick Provision.

The Ready to Complete dialog appears and provides a summary of the new virtual machine.
9. Click Finish to complete the virtual machine creation.

The new virtual machine appears in the list.

Configure the Virtual Machine

You configure the virtual machine after you create the VMware guest. Then, you can boot your virtual machine.

1. Right-click the new virtual machine and select Edit Settings, or you select the Edit Virtual Machine Settings under the
Getting Started tab.

2. Click the Hardware tab on the Virtual Machine Properties.
3. Click Memory, increase the Memory Size to 64 GB, and click OK.

The dialog closes and you go back to Edit Settings to continue changing parameters.
4. Click CPUs and increase the number of virtual sockets to 8.

Now you add four more disks so that you have five total disks.
5. Click Add, Hard Disk, and click Next.

The Select a Disk dialog appears.
6. Select Create a new virtual disk and click Next.
7. Increase the disk size to 50 GB, select Thin Provisioning, and click Next.

The Advanced Options dialog appears.
8. Click Next to use the default settings.
9. Review the disk options and click Finish.

The virtual disk is created and now listed on the Virtual Machine Properties dialog.
10. Repeat Steps 4 through 8 and add three more virtual disks.

The virtual machine now shows that you have five total disks. To boot the new virtual machine, point the CD-ROM drive
to the location of the installation ISO file that was transferred to the host machine.

11. Select the CD/DVD drive from your Virtual Machine Properties dialog.
12. Select the Datastore ISO file radio button and Browse for the os.x86_64.iso file.
13. Enable the Connect at power on option for the CD/DVD drive.

This option lets the CDROM drive load on the next boot of this virtual machine.
14. Click OK to submit your changes.

Your virtual machine is now ready for booting.

 Address CA OPSMVS Alert Prerequisites
Before you can enable CA OPS/MVS alerts, verify that your site meets the following prerequisites:

Before you can enable CA OPS/MVS alerts, verify that your site meets the following prerequisites:

• CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation Release 12.2, Release 12.3, or Version 13.0
• CA Common Services (CCS) Release 14.1
• Receive and apply the following CCS PTFs: RO95587, RO96090, and RO96091

More information:

• For the product installation, configuration, and maintenance procedures, see the CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and
Automation and CA Common Services for zOS documentation.  To view this content, you are taken to separate DocOps
sites. Therefore, we recommend that you right-click on the link and select Open in New Tab.

• For information about configuring CA OPS/MVS to receive alerts from MTC-OI, see Integrate with CA OPSMVS.
• For information about enabling this feature in MTC-OI, see Create and Manage Email Notifications.

Next Steps: Adapter Prerequisites

After you complete the CA OPS/MVS prerequisites, complete the procedures to address adapter prerequisites.

 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Address Adapter Prerequisites
This article details the adapter prerequisites for your data sources. We recommend that you complete
these items before the day of installation. 

This article details the adapter prerequisites for your data sources. We recommend that you complete these items before the
day of installation. 

Based on your implementation, address the applicable prerequisites.

Address CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Adapter Prerequisites

• CA Netmaster Network Management for TCP/IP Release 12.1 or 12.2
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

product and component that you use with Mainframe Team Center – Operational Intelligence.
• Apply the appropriate PTFs for your release of CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP:

• For Release 12.1, apply PTFs R096236 and R096237. 
• For Release 12.2, apply PTFs R096378, R096379, and R096380.

• Configure CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to send metrics to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.

For the product installation, configuration, and maintenance procedures, see the CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Release 12.1
documentation or Release 12.2 documentation. To view this content, you are taken to a separate DocOps site. Therefore, we
recommend that you right-click on the link and select Open in New Tab.

Address CA SYSVIEW Performance Management Adapter Prerequisites

• CA SYSVIEW™ Performance Management Release 14.2 or 15.0
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

product and component that you use with Mainframe Team Center – Operational Intelligence.

For the product installation, configuration, and maintenance procedures, see the CA SYSVIEW Release 14.2 documentation or
CA SYSVIEW Version 15.0 documentation. To view this content, you are taken to a separate DocOps site. Therefore, we
recommend that you right-click on the link and select Open in New Tab.

Next Steps: Component Installation

After you complete all MTC-OI prerequisites, complete the following procedures in the specified order:

• Install MTC-OI
• Configure Adapters to pass data to MTC-OI per your implementation

 

4 Installing

Includes steps to acquire, install, deploy and configure your product.

This section provides information about installing MTC-OI and configuring its data sources. Do not start any of these
procedures until you have met all prerequisites as documented in Preparing for Installation.

 

 Install the Operational Intelligence Platform
As a System Programmer, you completed the MTC-OI prerequisites and now you want to install the
Operational Intelligence platform on Linux on x86_64 or Linux on z. You can install using CA Chorus
Software Manager or PAX ESD. After you install the platform and you complete the configuration
questions, you IPL the Operational Intelligence Platform and then you verify the status of the platform.

As a System Programmer, you completed the MTC-OI prerequisites and now you want to install the Operational Intelligence
platform on Linux on x86_64 or Linux on z. You can install using CA Chorus Software Manager or PAX ESD. After you
install the platform and you complete the configuration questions, you IPL the Operational Intelligence Platform and then you
verify the status of the platform.

Note:

https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO96236&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO96237&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO96378&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO96379&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO96380&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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To allow downloads of our microservices, you will need HTTPS access through port 443 for the following domains:

• *packages.ca.com
 If *packages.ca.com is not allowed, you can add mtcoi.packages.ca.com to your whitelist instead.

• dl.bintray.com
• akamai.bintray.com

The following diagram and list show you the high-level process to install MTC-OI:

Figure 5: Install the Operational Intelligence Platform

1. Complete one of the following installation methods:

• Install MTC-OI Using CA Chorus Software Manager.
• Install MTC-OI Using PAX ESD.
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2. Configure and Deploy MTC OI.
Use the ISPF panels to deploy and configure the platform on the target system.

3. IPL the Operational Intelligence Platform.
IPL on Linux on z or x86_64 and complete the operating system installation.

4. Verify the Status of the Operational Intelligence Platform.
Bring the disks online, reboot the appliance to complete and installation, and then check the status.

Access the Web Applications

After you install the appliance, you can access the web applications through the following URLs:

Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence

http://hostname:61480/MPM
https://hostname:61443/MPM

Mainframe Team Center - Appliance Controller

http://hostname:61980/mtcac
https://hostname:61983/mtcac

 

 

 Install MTC OI Using CA Chorus Software Manager
Follow these steps to install MTC OI using CA Chorus Software Manager:

Follow these steps to install MTC OI using CA Chorus Software Manager:

1. Acquire Products Using CA CSM.
The installation wizards for the MTC-OI 1.0.01 files might display 1.0.00 even though base installation packages displayed
1.0.01. If you downloaded MTC-OI files labeled as 1.0.01, then you have the latest files. You can ignore the 1.0.00 that
displays in the wizard.

2. Install Products Using CA CSM.
3. Execute the CAAEALLO job, which is found in the CFGESAMP data set. 

This job allocates the 2 data sets and 1 ZFS that is supplied as input for the Prepare ISPF panel when you configure the
product for installation.

Note:

After you complete the installation steps and you execute the CAAELLO job, go to Configure and Deploy MTC OI.

 Acquire Products Using CA CSM
CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CAMSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining,
deploying, and configuring mainframe software. As a system programmer, you maintain an up-
to-date repository of acquired product packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe
environment. CAMSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product installation
and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can add to the product list
external product packages that you acquired outside of CAMSM so that they are ready for installation
using CAMSM.

CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring
mainframe software. As a system programmer, you maintain an up-to-date repository of acquired product packages that are
ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CA CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed
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product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can add to the product list external
product packages that you acquired outside of CA CSM so that they are ready for installation using CA CSM.

This diagram shows the product acquisition process:

Figure 6: Acquire_Products_MTCOI

 

1. Configure CA CSM.
2. If you can download the product package from CA Support:

1.1 Update the product list.
2.1 Download product packages.

3. If you cannot download the product package from CA Support:

1.1 Add external product installation packages.
2.1 Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CA CSM.

Note:  For more information about acquiring products, see the CA CSM online help.

Configure CA CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a CA Support Online account, a CA CSM account, and the required
download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

Follow these steps:
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1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CA CSM access URL, which you can get from your System Administrator.

Note:  If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.
2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.

The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.
3. Configure the following settings:

• Proxies that CA CSM uses to communicate with CA Support.
If proxies are not used, CA CSM uses HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

Warning:  If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

• The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, CA CSM sets it up using default settings that you can change later.

Note:  These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your account on CA Support.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on CA Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

Note:  These settings are available on the User Settings page.
6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.

A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.
7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.

You have configured CA CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

1.1 Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
2.1 Select the filter in the Filter section.
3.1 Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

Note:  Skip this step if you already updated the product list only for a selected filter.
5. Confirm the update.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab to
close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the task output
browser.

Note:  While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later
on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.
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The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Select one of the following options:

• To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

• To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right and
select the Update Product Releases link.

5. To view the downloaded packages, you have the following options:
6. • To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon  in the product list.

• To display the downloaded base installation packages, select the product gen level icon  below the product release in
the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CA CSM. For example, you do not have an
HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the support Online
website. You can use CA CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If you are using this
installation option, first add the external packages to the CA CSM software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.

• UNIX File
Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

• FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on CA Support, for example, a beta version of a product.

• FTP Host
Specifies the FTP server where the installation package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide your FTP
server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the installation package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter only a
forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Package Name
Defines the package name.
Example: 0111.pax.Z
Note: You can use an asterisk (*) for the package name.

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CA CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CA CSM. You can use CA CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CA CSM software catalog.

http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.ca.com/support
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Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some CA Technologies products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises several
single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CA CSM inserts all the nested
packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is marked with the
CUMULATIVE type.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

• Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

• UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

• FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on CA Support. This option is intended for downloading a PTF to
validate it.

• FTP Host
Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide your
FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter only a
forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

• Solution
Adds a published solution from CA Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CA CSM.

You completed the acquiring process. The product packages are ready for installation with CA CSM.

 Install Products Using CA CSM
CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CAMSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining,
deploying, and configuring mainframe software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include
installing products in your z/OS environment using CAMSM.

CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring
mainframe software. As a system programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment
using CA CSM.

This diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CA CSM:

http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.ca.com/support
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Figure 7: Installing_Products_MTCOI

 

1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
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5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

• Create an SMP/E environment:

1.1 Set up the global zone.
2.1 Create a target zone.
3.1 Create a distribution zone.

• Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:

1.1 Update the global zone.
2.1 Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
3.1 Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

Note:  If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are deleted from
the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution zones for this installation. Doing
so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Note:  For more information about installing products, see the CA CSM online help.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that allocates
file systems. You select one of the following options:

• Product Specific File System
• z/OS Distributed File Service zSeries File System

Note:  If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product is defined according
to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

• Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check step
fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

• Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions for
the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed.

Note:  This check box is enabled if you enable the Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.
• Execute Accept Check During Base Installation

Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

• Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation actions for
the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed.

Note:  This check box is enabled if you enable the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.
4. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab to
close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

Note:  While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later
on the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

Note:  If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CA CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CA CSM online help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments
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If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set.
A working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

Note:  CA CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during product
installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install the
product.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

• If the package was acquired using CA CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list under
the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install, select
Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

• If the package was acquired outside of CA CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.

Note:  If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license
agreement, you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.

Note:  An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you
progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies
the error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your selected
features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the installation process.
If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features conflicting with the features you
selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and then select feature 2 that is mutually exclusive
with feature 1. The wizard then automatically excludes feature 1.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
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2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.
A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.

Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.

1. 1.1 From the SMP/E Environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites.
This drop-down list represents all CA CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

2.1 From the Target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

3.1 Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:

• Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CA CSM where the
prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.

• Open CA CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CA
CSM where the prerequisites are installed. After you complete, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard.
Then, select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CA CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CA CSM, or a CA CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the
lock releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CA CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears and
the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:

• Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
• Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

Note:  When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the product
installation may fail. For more information, see the online help.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CA CSM
• Data set allocation parameters
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You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution libraries
that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CA CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CA CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

1. 1.1 The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
2.1 CA CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
3.1 The data set is deleted.

If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the product
installation wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:

• SMP/E Environment Name
Defines the SMP/E environment name.

• Data Set Name Prefix
Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.

• Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.

• Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

Note:  This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.
• Cross-System

Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

Note:  This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.
• High-Level Qualifier

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product packaging
defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

• DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

• SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS or data set parameters.

• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the SMS storage class for SMP/E data sets.

• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the management class for SMP/E data sets.

• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the data class for SMP/E data sets.

• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for allocating
the data sets.

Note:  This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.
• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.
• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)

Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

Note:  An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you
progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies
the error.
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2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters. If
applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the process, you
are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The existing data sets
remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation using
an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to specify the
data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the existing data set
that was found first.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable:

Note:  You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

• SMP/E Environment Name
Identifies the SMP/E environment name.

• Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.

• Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.

• Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

• Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

• High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product packaging
defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

• DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

• SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS or data set parameters.

• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the SMS storage class for SMP/E data sets.

• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the management class for SMP/E data sets.

• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the data class for SMP/E data sets.

• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for allocating
the data sets.

Note:  This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.
• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.
• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)

Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

Note:  An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you
progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies
the error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any, appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters. When using
an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E environment
parameters.
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You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs
for the SMP/E environment. Complete the appropriate fields. The following fields are available depending on your
selection:

• Storage Class (SMS only)
Defines the SMS storage class for work DDDEFs.

• Management Class (SMS only)
Defines the management class for work DDDEFs.

• Data Class (SMS only)
Defines the data class for work DDDEFs.

• Unit (Unit only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place work DDDEFs.

The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

Note:  The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software Installation tab.
You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set name
and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned. Edit
the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.

Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or select
an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:

• Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
• Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

Warning:

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are deleted
from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution zones for this
installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select
another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation
parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:

• Target Zone Name
Defines the name for the target zone.

• Create New CSI Data Set
Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the target zone.

• Data Set Name Prefix
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Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set.

Note:  This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box that is selected.
• Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog.

Note:  This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box that is selected.
• Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

Note:  This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.
• Cross-System

Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

Note:  This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.
• High-Level Qualifier

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

• DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

• SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS or data set parameters.

• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the SMS storage class for target zone data sets.

• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the management class for target zone data sets.

• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the data class for target zone data sets.

• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for allocating
the data sets.

Note:  This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.
• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.
• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)

Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

Note:  An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you
progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies
the error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data sets that
must be added. Update as applicable:

Note:  You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

1.1 • Target Zone Name
Identifies the name for the target zone.

• Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the target zone data set.

• Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog.

• Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

• Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

• High-Level Qualifier
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Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

• DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

• SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS or data set parameters.

• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the SMS storage class for target zone data sets.

• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the management class for target zone data sets.

• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the data class for target zone data sets.

• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.
Note: This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

Note:  An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area
identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data sets are
going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-
level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the parameters if
necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.

• If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select other
distribution zones or cannot create a new one.

Note:  If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution zones for this
installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

Note:  Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone. You
cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CA CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone
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You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case, the
target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated using the
parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:

• Distribution Zone Name
Defines the name for the distribution zone.

• Create New CSI Data Set
Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.

• Data Set Name Prefix
Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set.

Note:  This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.
• Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog.

Note:  This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.
• Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

Note:  This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.
• Cross-System

Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

Note:  This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.
• High-Level Qualifier

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

• DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

• SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS or data set parameters. Complete the applicable fields.

• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the SMS storage class for distribution zone data sets.

• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the management class for distribution zone data sets.

• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the data class for distribution zone data sets.

• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for allocating
the data sets.

Note:  This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.
• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.
• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)

Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

Note:  An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you
progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies
the error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.

Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone. The
distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change
data set allocation parameters.
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Note:  Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target zone.
This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone. You cannot accept
maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CA CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters for
data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable:

Note:  You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

• Distribution Zone Name
Identifies the name for the distribution zone.

• Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set.

• Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog.

• Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

• Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

• High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

• DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

• SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS or data set parameters. Complete the applicable fields.

• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the SMS storage class for distribution zone data sets.

• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the management class for distribution zone data sets.

• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)
Defines the data class for distribution zone data sets.

• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for allocating
the data sets.

Note:  This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.
• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.
• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)

Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

Note:  An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you
progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies
the error.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution zone
parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned. Edit
the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.
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Before You Deploy and Configure MTC-OI from ISPF

Warning:

Before you deploy and configure MTC-OI from ISPF, execute the CAAEALLO job, which is found in the
CFGESAMP data set. This job allocates the 2 data sets and 1 zFS that is supplied as input for the Prepare ISPF panel
when you deploy and configure the product.

1. After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation, review the
summary on the Summary step, and select Install.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens

2. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and
you can view the action details.

Note:

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

3. You completed the CA CSM installation. You are now ready to configure and deploy MTC-OI in ISPF. Go to the
following topic: Configure and Deploy MTC-OI

 Install MTC OI Using Pax ESD
As a system programmer, you want to install MTC-OI on Linux on x86_64 or Linux on z with a
PAX file. After you unpax the PAX file and you copy your installation files, you configure and deploy
MTC-OI..

As a system programmer, you want to install MTC-OI on Linux on x86_64 or Linux on z with a PAX file. After you unpax the
PAX file and you copy your installation files, you configure and deploy MTC-OI..

The following diagram and list show you the high-level process to install MTC-OI with a PAX file. The detailed steps follow.

Figure 8: How to Install a Product Using a Pax File

1. Allocate and Mount File System
The product installation process requires a USS directory to receive the pax files and to perform the unpack steps.

2. Acquire Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up. For example,
view the Sample Job to Upload a Pax File to z/OS.

3. Unpax the PAX File.
The PAX command extracts the files and directories, creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the
PAX file resides, and it generates a product and level-specific directory name automatically.

4. Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Set
Invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific directory.

Allocate and Mount File System

The product installation process requires a USS directory to receive the pax files and to perform the unpack steps.

Warning:   We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition. Then
you should create separate and unique directories on this file system for each pax file that you want to install. When
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you do not create separate and unique directories on this file system for each pax file that you want to install, the
installation process fails.

Use the zSeries File System (zFS) for product downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

Note:  You must have SUPERUSER authority or the required SAF profile setting to issue the USS mount command for the
file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

Warning:  USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing the following zFS sample:

//DEFINE EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*
//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*
//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN    DD *
  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +
  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +
  DATACLAS(EXTENDED) +
 
  LINEAR +
  CYL(5000 1000) +
  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +
  )
/*
//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,
// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*
//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*
//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*
//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*
//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*
//*

The file system is allocated.

Note:  Ensure that the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.
If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the allocation.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAPAX directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, type the following commands:

cd /u/maint/
mkdir CA
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cd CA
mkdir CAPAX

Note:  This document refers to this structure as yourUSSpaxdirectory.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following zFS sample to your site requirements

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')
      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')
      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)
      PARM(AGGRGROW)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the Pax

ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the Pax ESD directory for other users in your USS group,
from the TSO OMVS shell, type the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.

Note:  For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Acquire Product Pax Files

To begin the CA Technologies product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

Warning:

Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the UNIX
System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. Also, you must have available USS file
space before you start the installation procedures.

Use one of the following methods:

• Download the product pax file from the CA Download Center to your PC, and then upload it in binary to your USS file
system.
If you download a zip file, you must unzip it before uploading to your USS file system.

• Download the pax files from CA Download Center directly to your USS file system.
• Download the pax file from the product DVD to your PC, and then upload the pax files in binary to your USS file system.

This section includes the following information:

• A sample batch job to unpax the file. 
• Sample commands to upload a pax file in binary from your PC to a USS directory on your z/OS system

Warning:  The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using to hold the product pax file, such as
specifying CYL(5000 1000) when you customize the zFS sample. If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages
similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

https://support.ca.com/us/download-center.html
https://support.ca.com/us/download-center.html
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EZA2606W File I/O error 133

When the download finishes, the pax filesize in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the corresponding
pax file on the CA Technologies Products Download window.

Sample Job to Upload a Pax File to z/OS

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET ESD PACKAGE',
//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//
*********************************************************************
//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from
  *
//* CA Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.        
 *
//*                                                                  
 *
//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers
 *
//* turned on.                                                      
  *
//*                                                                  
 *
//* This job must be customized as follows:                          
 *
//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                
  *
//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be  
 *
//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not    
  *
//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set    
 *
//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.          
 *
//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.          
 *
//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.          
  *
//* 5. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS        
 *
//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.              
 *
//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                
  *
//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location      
  *
//*    of the product download page.                                
  *
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//
*********************************************************************
//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT',REGION=0M
//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR
//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*
//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*
//INPUT    DD   *
Host
anonymous YourEmailAddress
lcd yourUSSESDdirectory
binary
get FTP_location
quit

Unpax the Pax File

The pax command performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file, and unpax the pax file by typing the following
command:

textpax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z 

If you cannot use the pax command, use the sample JCL to extract the product pax file into a product installation directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.
4. Submit the job.

Note:  If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This
sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Use the following JCL to unpax the PAX file if you cannot use the pax command:

Note:

The Programmer Name field (UNPAX ESD PACKAGE in the example) has a 20 character limit.

/ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX ESD PACKAGE',
// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*********************************************************************
//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *
//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *
//*                                                                   *
//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *
//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *
//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *
//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *
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//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *
//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *
//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *
//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.             *
//*********************************************************************
//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,
// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'
//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,
//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X
//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'
//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*
//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Set

Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. You edit and
submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product Readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific directory
that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the installation
procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:

• Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
• Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.

The job is edited.
3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:

1.1 Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
2.1 Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• If you are using Java, specify HASH=YES on the GIMUNZIP parameter. If you are not using Java or ICSF, set
HASH=NO.

5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process uses.
We recommend that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely. 

Warning:

Do not remove CAI after yourHLQ. Do not use the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.

All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.
6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.

The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I
in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these data
sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

Note:  For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).
7. Read the FGEAREAD member in the SAMPJCL data set. Configure FGESEDIT to customize the installation jobs for your

environment. 
8. Change the USERDSN in FGEEDALL. Invoke FGEEDALL to pick up the changes you made in FGESEDIT. 
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Your JCL is updated and ready to run. You run these jobs to SMP/E and then you run the CAAEALLO job, which is
found in the CFGESAMP data set. This job allocates the 2 data sets and 1 zFS that is supplied as input for the Prepare ISPF
panel when you configure the product for installation.

9. Navigate to the CFGEEXEC data set. Select the CAAE option. Invoke the CAAE ISPF panels.

ex 'prodHLQ.prod.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)'

You can now use the ISPF panels to configure and deploy MTC-OI. 

 Configure and Deploy MTC OI
Use the ISPF panels to deploy and configure mtcoi on the target system. ISPF panels provide basic
management of the LINUX host and Operational Intelligence Platform. 

Use the ISPF panels to deploy and configure MTC-OI on the target system. ISPF panels provide basic management of the
LINUX host and Operational Intelligence Platform. 

In this process, you configure the Operational Intelligence Platform. MTC-OI deploys from your z/OS LPAR to a Linux on
x86 or Linux on z server. After the platform is on your server, you can use MTC-OI.

Note:

As you progress through the configuration panels, some fields are read-only. These fields appear in white by default. This
section also labels the read-only fields

Follow these steps:

1. To invoke the ISPF application, execute CAAE.

TSO EXEC prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)

2. Select 0 - Prepare to review the following information before you start the installation:

Parameter Definition

Job Statement Information Specifies information about your job statement

Directory Paths Specifies the Home, SMPE, and JAVA directory paths.
Only the Home path is read-only.

Example Home Path: a/userid

Default SMPE Path: /cai/appln

Example JAVA Path: /usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64/bin

Install Filesystem dataset name Specifies the name and filesystem type (ZFS)

 

Note:

This dataset was allocated in the beginning of the process
during
Allocate and Mount File System.
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File Tailoring Output Dataset Name Specifies the name of your file tailoring output dataset
You need to preallocate this data set before install
processing.

Record Length (LRECL): 255
Record Format: VB
Dataset Organization: PO

Table Output Dataset Name Specifies the name of your table output dataset
You need to preallocate this data set before install
processing.

Record Length (LRECL): 80
Record Format: FB Dataset Organization: PO

3. Press Enter to review the read-only IVP Output panel that shows the pass/fail status of the required prerequisites. Press
PF3 to go back to the main menu.

Parameter Definition

uid Displays the uid of the installer

gid Displays the gid of the installer

homedir Displays the USS home directory path of the installer

rootdir Displays the USS directory that contains the installed
Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence
Platform Base Component

javapath Displays the path to your Java 8 64-bit installation

fs Displays the filesystem dataset name that you specified in
the Prepare panel

genpds Displays the file tailoring output data set name that you
specified in the Prepare panel

tabpds Displays the table output dataset name that you specified in
the Prepare panel

4. Select 1 - Install to go to the Hosts panel.
5. Select a s390x or x86_64 host or add a host target based on the platform that you want to use. If you add a host, specify

the following parameters, and then press Enter. Select a host from the list to continue the installation.

Parameter Definition

Appliance Hostname Specifies the name of your target s390x or x86_64 server

Example: Linux123

Architecture Specifies s390x or x86_64 as your architecture type

Description Specifies a description about your host server

6. Select 1 - Appliance Setup. Specify the following parameters, and then press Enter. 

Warning:

You cannot use the root user id to complete any part of the MTC-OI installation. For example, you must
use Admin or the user who has administrative permissions for the user id field in Appliance Setup. You must
complete the installation from only one userid. You can add more userids after the installation to manage your
deployment in ISPF.

Parameter Definition

Host Name (Read-Only) Displays the host name of the appliance
where you want to install Mainframe Team Center -
Operational Intelligence

Architecture (Read-Only) Displays the DASD delivery type as s390x
or x86_64
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Administrator User ID Specifies the user ID of the administrator Example:
Admin

Administrator Name Specifies the name of the administrator

z/OS 3390 DASD Information (zLinux Only) Specifies the IPL and EXT2 Volsers
information for z/OS

• The IPL Volser is the bootloader that you only need to
start the installation. Then, you can use that volume as
part of the installation as a disk. Or, you can leave it
alone to perform another installation from this volume
in the future.

• The EXT2 Volser is the file system that is used as a
source of the RPMs used for the installation. EXT2
Volser is a repository for the installation.

Appliance 3390 DASD Information (zLinux Only) Specifies the IPL and EXT2 addresses for
your zLinux platform

• The IPL Address is the volume that you use to
install Mainframe Team Center - Operational
Intelligence. The IPL Address does not correspond to
the IPL Volser.

• The EXT2 Address is the address of the EXT2 volume.
The EXT2 Address corresponds to the EXT2 Volser.

Note:

The Appliance Setup panel differs for the s390x and x86_64 installations slightly. For example, the s390x setup asks for
the 3390 DASD information.

7. Select 2 - Network Setup. Specify the following parameters, and then press Enter.  

Parameter Definition

Host Name Specifies the host name of your target server

Architecture Specifies the architecture of your installation as x86_64 or
s390x

Domain Name Specifies the domain name of your network

TCP/IP Address Specifies the TCP/IP address of your target server

Network Mask Specifies the network mask of your target server

Network Mask Number Specifies the number of the network mask of your target
server

Gateway Address Specifies the gateway address of your target server

Interface HCD Address 1 (zLinux Only) Specifies the interface address of your
target server

Interface HCD Address 2 (zLinux Only) Specifies the interface address of your
target server

Interface HCD Address 3 (zLinux Only) Specifies the interface address of your
target server

Note:

Check with your Network Administrator for this information.
8. Select 3 - Security. Depending on your environment, you can use LDAP, Microsoft Active Directory, or the Default Web

Application User Account for your Security Setting. 

1.1 Select 1 - Setup Security Settings
2.1 Select 2 - Edit Security Settings

Parameters for Authentication Using Microsoft Active Directory
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Required Parameters Description

adServer Specifies the hostname of the Active Directory Server

adPort Specifies the port number of the LDAP service (sLapd)
on the LDAP server.

Default: 389

domain Specifies the domain name of the Active Directory
domain controller Example: company.com

userPhotoAttribute (Optional) Specifies the name of the Active Directory
user attribute that contains the thumbnail photo for the
user

Parameters for Authentication Using LDAP

Required Parameters Description

ldapServer Specifies the hostname or IP address of the LDAP
server

ldapPort Specifies the port number of the LDAP service (sLapd)
on the LDAP server

Default: 389

baseDN Specifies the base of the distinguished name (DN) used
to look up usernames in the LDAP tree

userBase Specifies the base location of users within the baseDN

userAttribute Specifies the name of the LDAP attribute that contains
the user identity

passwordAttribute Specifies the name of the LDAP attribute that contains
the user password

You can also specify the following optional parameters. If you require MTC-OI to authenticate itself with the LDAP
server before it can authenticate WebUI users, set the managerDN and managerPassword attributes.

Optional Parameters Description

managerDN Specifies the complete DN of the manager account for
logging in to LDAP

managerPassword Specifies the password of the manager account.
Required only if managerDN is specified

ldapUserPhotoAttribute Specifies the name of the LDAP user attribute that
contains the thumbnail photo for the user

Use the Default Web Application User Account 

This option creates a basic Security Settings File for proof-of-concept purposes. For example, you want to use the
appliance without first setting up a security provider. This option lets you use a default user account in the web
application where the username and password are both demo.

 
9. Select 4 - Notifications.

1.1 Select 1 - Configuration File. Specify the following parameters, and then press Enter. 

Parameter Definition

Email Enable Enable or disable the email notification
feature. Enter true to enable email or false to disable
email
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CA OPS/MVS Enable Sends alerts to CA OPS/MVS when alerts are
generated. Enter true to enable sending alerts to CA
OPS/MVS and false to disable sending alerts

The Notifier sends the alerts to CA OPS/MVS based
on a set of predefined rules. If your CA OPS/MVS has
a rule that matches an alert, CA OPS/MVS sends a
response back to MTC-OI.

Hostname or IP Address Specifies the host name or IP address of your email
server

Port Number Specifies the port number of your email server

User Name Specifies the user name that is used to log in to the
SMTP server

Password Specifies the password that is used to log in to the
SMTP server

Sender Name Specifies the name of the sender of the email. We
recommend that you set the field as "Alert Service from
MTC - OI"

Sender Email ID Specifies the sender email account

Bounce Email ID Specifies the bounce email account

SSL On Connect Encrypts the connection between mail server and the
client.

Enter true to enable SSL on connect, or enter false to
disable SSL On Connect

Group Email Sends an email to the group of recipients at once

Multiple recipients receive emails individually, or the
recipients can be grouped in the ‘To’ address to send an
email. 
Enter true to send an email to a group.

Data Service Connector URL Specify the URL of the server where you are going to
install the platform:

https://target-server-hostname:port-number-of-
appliance/

Minutes to Suppress Identical Alerts Specify how long (in minutes) you would like to
suppress identical alerts. This parameter reduces the
'noise' of alerts. If you enter 15 minutes, you receive
an alert for the first incident and you do not receive
an alert if the same alert is triggered within the 15-
minute period.

2.1 Select 2 - List to Notify, 1 - Import default CSV from Samplib, and then press Enter.
If you modify the CSV, you can specify alerts that are emailed to a specific email address. You also specify which
alerts are sent to CA OPS/MVS. To email and send to CA OPS/MVS, use the following format for the CSV file:

FOR_METRIC,GIVEN_MINIMUM_SEVERITY_ALERT,TAKE_ACTION
cpu%lpar,low,email:support@example.com
jobios,medium,alert:opsmvs
jesjqeu,high,email:sysprog@example.com
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In this CSV file example, an email is sent to support@example.com when a low severity alert occurs for the
metric cpu%lpar. Also, a request to CA OPS/MVS is sent for automation when an alert with medium severity
occurs for the metric jobios. When a high severity alert occurs for the metric jesjque, an email is sent to
sysprog@example.com.

10. Select 5 - Keys.

1.1 Select 1 - Generate SSH Keys. These keys are used to secure the transfer of data from your z/OS device to your
Linux on z device. Press Enter. Return to the Key panel.

2.1 Select 2 - Generate SSL Keystore. These keys are used to secure the transfer of data from Linux on z to your z/OS
device. Specify the following parameters and press Enter. 

Warning:

You need to preallocate the SSL directory before you complete this step.

Parameter Definition

Company Specify your company

Organizational Unit Specify your organizational unit

Organizational Name Specify your organizational name

City Specify your city

State Specify your state

Country Code Specify your country code

Generate Path Specify where you want the SSL keys to be stored

Take note of this path, you need it later when you
Install, Deploy, and Configure CCS Message Service. If
the path already exists, you get a warning that says your
keys might already be in use and generating news keys
requires deleting this directory.

11. Select 6 - Options. Specify the following parameters, and then press Enter.

Parameter Definition

SSL for Message Hub: (Y or N) Specify Y to use SSL between z/OS and your x86_64 or
zLinux appliance

Hours to retain messages on the message bus Specify how many hours you want to retain messages on
the message bus

Default: 6

Valid Values: 1-96

12. Select 7 - Generate.

1.1 Select 1 - Generate Parmfile. 
Select 2 - Edit Parmfile. Review the file, ensuring that all the parameters that you entered in the earlier panels are
correct. Return to the Generate screen. 

2.1 Select 3 - Generate Kickstart File.
Select 4 - Edit Kickstart File. Review the file, ensuring that all the parameters that you entered in the earlier panels
are correct. Return to the Generate screen. 

3.1 Select 5 - Generate Prepare JCL File.
Select 6 - Edit Prepare JCL File. Return to the Instal l screen. Split the ICKDSF JCL statements which extend
beyond column 71 so that they are exactly 71 bytes long. Continued lines should begin in column 16. You can use
the 'ts' prefix command to facilitate splitting these lines.

Review the file, ensuring that all the parameters that you entered in the earlier panels are correct. Return to the
Install screen.

4.1 Select 7 - Generate Options File.
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5.1 Select 8 -  Edit Options File. Review the file, ensuring that all the parameters that you entered in the earlier panels
are correct. Return to the Generate screen.

APPLIANCE_OPT_SSL_MESSAGE_HUB=N
APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_APIKEY=
APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_USER=
APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_URL=
APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_METHOD=
APPLIANCE_OPT_LOG_RETENTION_HOURS=6

Warning:

If you are using the default download method, do not modify or overwrite
APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_APIKEY, APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_USER,
APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_URL or APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_METHOD. These parameter values
are predefined in the PAX file. If you are not using the default download method and you want to modify
these parameters, contact CA Support.

Parameter Definition

APPLIANCE_OPT_SSL_MESSAGE_HUB Specifies to use SSL between z/OS and the appliance.

APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_APIKEY Specifies the API key that lets you download the MTC-
OI files with the default download method.

 

APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_USER Specifies the repository userid for the default download
method.

 

APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_URL Specifies the repository URL that contains the MTC-OI
files with the default download method.

 

APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_METHOD Specifies the method that lets you download the MTC-
OI files with the default download method.

 

APPLIANCE_OPT_LOG_RETENTION_HOURS Specifies how long to retain messages on the message
bus.

Default: 6

13. Select 8 - Deploy. 

1.1 Select 1 - Deploy Property Files.
2.1 Select 2 - Deploy Binary RPMs.
3.1 Press Enter. 

When the product is done deploying, return to the Install panel. 

Warning:

Before you continue to Step 13, verify that your volumes are in the proper format. For example, you are
installing on s390x. Use the filesys panel to format the lvmn volumes correctly.

14. Select 9 - Prepare Job. Submit Prepare JCL to make the DASD IPLable.
15. (x86_64 Only) Complete the following steps after you submit the job:

1.1 SFTP (in binary mode) the ISO image that this job updates to the target VMware server that you use to install the
appliance. 
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Example: /cai/appln86/install/mylinux/x86_64/os/os.x86_64.iso

Warning:

Only specify the ISO file in the /install/<your-linux-server>/os/ directory. Do not specify an ISO from a
different directory.

2.1 On the VMware server, you need to boot from the virtual CD/ROM drive that contains this ISO file.
3.1 Open VMware.
4.1 Select the CD/DVD drive from your Virtual Machine Properties dialog.
5.1 Select the Datastore ISO file radio button and Browse for the os.x86_64.iso file.
6.1 Enable the Connect at power on option for the CD/DVD drive.

This option lets the CDROM drive load on the next boot of this virtual machine.

After you complete this confirmation, you IPL the Operational Intelligence Platform from the installation DASD.

 IPL the Operational Intelligence Platform
IPL the system from the installation DASD (s390x) or reboot the VMware server (x86_64) from the
virtual CD/ROM drive which is pointing to the os.x86_64.iso file.

IPL the system from the installation DASD (s390x) or reboot the VMware server (x86_64) from the virtual CD/ROM drive
which is pointing to the os.x86_64.iso file.

Warning:

If you receive the  FOTS1317, FOTS1325, FOTS1370 Warning Messages Appear after IPL when using the ISPF
panels after IPL, or if you see a debug error on the 3 - Disk Health panel after IPL, regenerate your SSH keys. From
the 2 - Manage panel, then select 1 - SSH Keys. This generates new SSH keys that allow access to the various other
Manage panel actions.

Complete the IPLs for s390x

Your z/OS installation preparation system has prepared a 3390 DASD from which the platform is installed. IPL the device
address which is referred to by the IPL Volume field from the Step 6 panel Appliance Setup.

Follow these steps:

1. For an s390x installation, you need to perform two IPLs. The first IPL uses the address of the Boot Loader, which is the
IPL Volser of the Appliance Information panel. You need to identify the address which correlates with this volser. 
After this IPL completes, you need to perform a second IPL using the IPL Address of the Appliance Information panel. 

• If you are using Virtual Machine (VM) guest, run the IPL from your logged on user ID. 
• If you are not using VM guest, run the IPL from the Hardware Management Console (HMC). 

IPL <your DASD address> CLEAR

Warning:

• During the Linux installation, the Anaconda menu displays several options. Be aware that the 8 - Root
Password option shows an exclamation point "!", while the other options show an "X." This exclamation
point indicates that you need to set this option before you proceed with the installation. To set the Root
Password, select 8, and enter your password twice. If you use a password that the installation considers weak,
you have to enter yes as a response to continue using this password.

• After you set the password, the Anaconda menu displays several options again. This time, the 4 - Software
selection option shows an exclamation point "!", while the other options show an "X." Do not select this
option for editing the way that you selected the 8 - Root Password option. You can ignore the exclamation
point in 4 - Software selection. Instead, enter b to continue the installation.

2. Press Clear until the product is installed. 

Note:

There are several times during the install when the installation pauses. This behavior is normal. 
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3. When the following license agreement message appears, press enter twice to proceed:

[ 1150.805838] anaconda[1347]: Use of this product is subject to the
 license agreement found at /usr/share/centos-release/EULA

At the end of the first IPL, the following messages appear on the console:

dracut Warning: Killing all remaining processes

Halting.

4. After you see the dracut message, IPL the second device address until you see the login screen for ClefOS 7.

The installation is complete when you see the following messages:

ClefOS Linux 7 (Core) Kernel 3.10.0-327.cl7.s390x on an
 s390x
<linux_userid> login:

5. Verify the status of the platform to bring the various disks needed for the installation online.
6. Proceed to the ISPF panels to complete the installation. 

Complete the IPLs for x86_64

No DASD volume is IPLed. You complete the IPL on the VMware system by powering on the virtual machine and you use the
CD/DVD drive as the boot drive.

Warning:

When you boot the virtual machine, the console displays two selection choices for the user. Do not use the default
choice. Instead, you select Install CentOS Linux 7.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the first IPL by powering on your virtual machine and select Install CentOS Linux 7.

Warning:

• During the Linux installation, the Anaconda menu displays several options. Be aware that the 8 - Root
Password option shows an exclamation point "!", while the other options show an "X." This exclamation
point indicates that you need to set this option before you proceed with the installation. To set the Root
Password, select 8, and enter your password twice. If you use a password that the installation considers weak,
you have to enter yes as a response to continue using this password.

• After you set the password, the Anaconda menu displays several options again. This time, the 4 - Software
selection option shows an exclamation point "!", while the other options show an "X." Do not select this
option for editing the way that you selected the 8 - Root Password option. You can ignore the exclamation
point in 4 - Software selection. Instead, enter b to continue the installation.

2. Press Clear until the product is installed.

Note:

There are several times during the install when the installation pauses. This behavior is normal. 
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3. When the following license agreement message appears, press enter twice to proceed:

[ 1150.805838] anaconda[1347]: Use of this product is subject to the
 license agreement found at /usr/share/clefos-release/EULA

At the end of the first IPL, the following messages appear on the console:

dracut Warning: Killing all remaining processes

Halting.

4. After you see the dracut message, power cycle (IPL) the virtual machine again to bring up the CentOS Linux 7 login
screen.

The installation is complete when you see the following messages:

CentOS Linux 7 (Core) Kernel 3.10.0-327.cl7.s390x on an
 s390x
<linux_userid> login:

5. Verify the status of the platform to bring the various disks needed for the installation online.
6. Proceed to the ISPF panels to complete the installation.

 Verify the Status of the Operational Intelligence Platform
After you , you must bring online the disks that are needed for installation. After you bring the disks
online, you reboot the appliance to finish the installation. After the appliance has installed, you can check
the status.

After you IPL the Operational Intelligence Platform, you must bring online the disks that are needed for installation. After you
bring the disks online, you reboot the appliance to finish the installation. After the appliance has installed, you can check the
status.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main panel, select 2 - Manage.
The MTC - OI Hosts panel appears.

2. Select the host that you want to manage.
3. Select 1 - SSH Keys. 

This option generates new SSH keys that allow access to the various other Manage panel actions.
4. Select 3 - Disk Health. 

For s390x:

1.1 From the filesys panel, select the lvm0 entry.
2.1 Enter the EXPOSE command and enter the disk range of devices that you want to use for the appliance, such as

0.0.0202-0.0.0207. Then, press Enter.
The Disks Assignments panel displays for lvmn each of the disks that are listed in the range that you entered. The
status of each disk should be free if you did not perform an installation yet on the target machine. Format and add each
disk to an /lvmn. If a disk is not free, select it and enter f to format the disk. You can enter jobs to see the progress of
this format.

Note:

You can select one or multiple disks before you format and add disks.
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3.1 Select the /dev/dasdb filesystem. This entry is the second filesystem listed. 

Warning:

Do not use the first filesystem in the list because this first filesystem is the IPL volume.
4.1 Select f to format this disk and press Enter at the prompt.
5.1 (Optional) Enter jobs to see the progress of this format. PF3 out of the panel and enter jobs again until the format

completes successfully.
6.1 Select a against this disk to add the disk, and press Enter at the prompt. Then, you can PF3 out of the lvm0 panel. 
7.1 From the filesys panel, select the lvm1 entry and repeat Steps a through e.
8.1 Repeat the process two more times for lvm2 and lvm3.
9.1 After these disks are formatted and assigned, Select 8 Reboot and reboot the appliance.

For x86_64:
The steps are the same as s390x. The EXPOSE command (Step 4b) also only applies to s390x.
The disks also have different names on x86_64, such as /dev/sdb, /dev/sdc, /dev/sdd, and /dev/sde.

5. Select 2 - Boot Status.
This option shows the status of the appliance startup and configuration.

6. Select 4 - Services Health.
All 26 containers should display healthy within an hour of installation. If they are not healthy, select 8 - Reboot.

7. To enable SSL, navigate to the 2 - Manage panel, select 8 - Advanced. 
8. Select 9 - Enable SSL. 

When you see the success message, select 8 - Reboot to reboot the platform. 
SSL is now enabled. You can now continue on to point the CCS Message Service to the appliance.

9. Edit the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0OPTV data set:

1.1 For MQ_HUB_HOST environment variable, define the host name of the appliance.
2.1 For MQ_HUB_PORT environment variable, define the port that you want Message Service to use to communicate

with the appliance.
3.1 Enable the adapters that you want to use and disable adapters that you do not want to use by searching for 

#Adapter Activation Status

 in the ZMSENVT member, as illustrated by the following example:

#Adapter Activation Status                 
DISCOVERY_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=ENABLED
ZDM_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=DISABLED     
OPS_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=DISABLED  

 Configure the CCS Message Service
You installed the CCS Message Service (Message Service) as part of the MTC-OI Prerequisites. You also
installed and configured MTC-OI in ISPF. After you install MTC-OI, you modify some parameters in the
CCS Message Service PARMLIB to point to the appliance.

You installed the CCS Message Service (Message Service) as part of the MTC-OI Prerequisites. You also installed and
configured MTC-OI in ISPF. After you install MTC-OI, you modify some parameters in the CCS Message Service PARMLIB
to point to the appliance.

If you plan to use SSL, complete the appropriate steps:

Configure Message Service to Communicate with the Message Service Hub Using SSL

There are two methods that you can use to configure Message Service to communicate with the Message Service hub using
SSL. The following topics describe how to perform these configurations.
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• Configure SSL Communication using certificates that you store in Java Keystores. Use this method when you want
to configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service hub using SSL with certificates that you
store in Java keystores on USS filesystems.

• Configure SSL Communication using certificates that you store in an External Security Manager (ESM). Use this method
when you want to configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service hub using SSL with
certificates that you store in an External Security Manager (ESM). For example, your organization requires you to manage
certificates using an ESM. 

Warning:

• We recommend that you set up SSL communication in all of your production environments. This approach helps
to ensure that only the CA Technologies product components that you configured can communicate with the
Message Service hub.  When you use (the default) TCP communication with the hub, there is no restriction on who
can connect to the hub and communicate with any service that is connected to the hub.

• You generated the SSL keystore, truststore, and password properties files using the MTC-OI configuration panels.
• Before you complete the steps in this topic, verify that SSL is configured (enabled) on the Message Service hub and

the hub is running.

Configure SSL Communication Using Certificates That You Store in Java Keystores

This configuration method lets you configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service using SSL
with certificates that you store in Java keystores on USS filesystems.

Follow those steps:

1. Verify that you generated the SSL keystore, truststore, and password properties files. If you did not generate these files,
see Configure and Deploy MTC OI for information about how to generate the (required) files.

Note:  After you use the MTC-OI SSL Configuration ISPF panel to generate the SSL files, you can find all of the SSL files
in the path (directory) that you specified as the location to generate them.

2. Stop the Message Service started task using the following command:

/P ZMSSTART

3. Using the following steps, copy all (keystore, truststore, and password) files from the location where you generated them
using the MTC-OI SSL Configuration ISPF panel to the directory named keystores on the system where you installed
the Message Service.

1.1 Using the MTC-OI SSL Configuration ISPF panel, you generated the keystore, truststore, and password files in the
following directory:

<generate_path_for_ssl>/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE

2.1 When you installed the Message Service, the Installation process created the following USS directory:

<message_service_install_home>/cfgb/messageService/keystores

3.1 Copy all of the files that reside in the path that is described in point a (<generate_path_for_ssl>/
generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE) to the path that is described in
point b (<message_service_install_home>/cfgb/messageService/keystores).

Note:  The files that you created using MTC-OI SSL Configuration ISPF panel might reside on a system and
operating system (z/OS) that is different from the system and operating system where the Message Service hub
is running. In this scenario, we recommend that you use an SFTP (Secure FTP) application to copy the keystore,
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truststore, and password files from the system where you generated them to the system where you installed the
Message Service.

4. Modify the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0OPTV data set by changing the value that is defined in
the MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL variable from TCP to SSL. The following example illustrates how to change the communication
protocol:

MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

Note:  Verify that the SSL communication port number on the hub is the same as the SSL communication port that is
defined in the variable named

MQ_HUB_PORT

.
5. Start the Message Service started task using the following command:

/START ZMSSTART

After you complete these steps, the Message Service server can communicate with the Message Service hub using the SSL
communication protocol.

Configure SSL Communication Using Certificates That You Store in an External Security Manager

This configuration method lets you configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service hub using
SSL with certificates that you store in an External Security Manager (ESM).

Follow these steps:

1. Export the trust certificate from the 

client.ts

 truststore file.

Note:

 For information about how to generate this file, see Install the Operational Intelligence Platform. You can find the 

truststorepassword

 in the 

password.properties
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 file and then import the certificate into the keyring named 

HUBRING

.

Use the following keytool command to export the certificate:

keytool  -export -alias mydomain -file hub.crt -keystore client.ts

2. Export the certificate and the private key from the client.ks keystore file in a PKCS12 format.

Note:

 For information about how to generate this file, see Install the Operational Intelligence Platform. You can find
the keystorepassword

 

in the 

password.properties

 file and then import the certificate into the keyring named 

MSRING

.

Use the following keytool command to export the certificate and private key: 

Keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias
 spoke_store -destkeystore private.p12 -deststoretype PKCS12

3. Stop the Message Service started task using the following command: 

/P ZMSSTART
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4. Modify the 

ZMSENVT

 member in the 

CAW0OPTV

 data set by changing following variables if the values are different from the default values:

Variable Name Description Default Value

ms.keystore.esm.user

User name to which the keystore
keyring is associated

ACID for the current user

ms.keystore.esm.keyring

Keystore keyring name MSRING

ms.truststore.esm.user

User name to which the truststore
keyring is associated

ACID for the current user

ms.truststore.esm.keyring

truststore keyring name HUBRING

5. Start the Message Service started task using the following command: 

/START ZMSSTART

After you complete these steps, the Message Service server can communicate with the Message Service hub using the SSL
communication protocol.

Next Steps: Configure Your Adapter

Go to the applicable integration topic:

• Integrate the CA NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP Adapter
• Integrate the CA SYSVIEW Performance Management Adapter

 Upgrade the Operational Intelligence Platform
As a System Programmer, you want to upgrade your Platform so that you receive the latest changes to
the appliance. You download the latest PTFs from CA Support Online and then you use ISPF to deploy
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and reboot the appliance. We recommend that you upgrade and verify your test environment before you
upgrade your production system.

As a System Programmer, you want to upgrade your Mainframe Team Center - Operational IntelligencePlatform so that you
receive the latest changes to the appliance. You download the latest PTFs from CA Support Online and then you use ISPF to
deploy and reboot the appliance. We recommend that you upgrade and verify your test environment before you upgrade your
production system.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the latest PTF from CA Support Online.
2. Apply the PTF.

The PTF contains the updated application.rpm changes.
3. Deploy copies of the application.rpm to your test appliances.
4. Reboot the Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligenceappliance from 2 - Manage, 8 - Reboot.

After rebooting, the appliance detects and applies the updated rpm. 
The appliance also downloads the appropriate images automatically.

5. Verify that your test system updated successfully.
6. Deploy copies of the application.rpm to your production appliances.
7. Reboot the production appliance from 2 - Manage, 8 - Reboot.

5 Integrating

Complete instructions to prepare for and integrate the solutions.

This section provides articles that show you how to integrate different adapters with MTC-OI. By completing the integration
steps, you ensure that data is passing from the Adapter to MTC-OI.

 Integrate the CA NetMaster® Network Management for TCP/
IP Adapter
nwmip has been enhanced to send several network metrics to mtcoi for analysis. mtcoi analyzes your
historical data to display expected activities ("green highways") and to highlight anomalies. The analysis
helps you find and fix existing problems and avoid future ones. 

CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP has been enhanced to send several network metrics to MTC-OI for analysis. MTC-OI analyzes
your historical data to display expected activities ("green highways") and to highlight anomalies. The analysis helps you find
and fix existing problems and avoid future ones. 

To implement this new feature for CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, perform these tasks:

1. Apply the appropriate PTFs for your release of CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP:

• For Release 12.1, apply PTFs R096236 and R096237. 
• For Release 12.2, apply PTFs PTFs R096378, R096379, and R096380.

2. Configure CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to send metrics to MTC-OI, as explained after these steps. After you have done
so, MTC-OI displays data for the following groups of metrics, which are explained later on this article:

• Metrics for address spaces in network ports
• Metrics for stack interfaces and activities
• Metrics for business applications

3. Review Getting Started with the CA Netmaster Network Management for TCP/IP Adapter to learn about each metric and
how to use them.

4. Contact your administrator for the URL for your MTC-OI implementation. 
5. Access your implementation and review the data analysis for the CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP metrics. Review the

metrics sections after these steps for a list of these metrics and related information.

Configure CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to Send Metrics to MTC-OI

By default, CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP does not send metric data to MTC-OI. To configure to CA NetMaster NM for TCP/
IP to do so, follow these steps:

https://support.ca.com/us/download-center.html
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO96236&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO96237&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO96378&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO96379&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO96380&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
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1. Enter /PARMS to access the Customizer.
2. Enter U next to the DATAMOVER - Common Services Data Mover panel to update it.
3. Press F6 (Action) to action the entries on that panel.
4. Specify YES in the Enable Data Mover field.
5. Press F3 (File) to save your settings.
6. Wait for a confirmation message similar to this example:

Data Mover Status .......... CONNECTED: n

Related Documentation

For more details about CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP and Mainframe Team Center - Network Management, use the following
links to review their documentation:

• CA NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP 12.2
• Mainframe Team Center - Network Management 12.2

 

To view this content, you are taken to a separate DocOps site. Therefore, we recommend that you right-click on the link and
select Open in New Tab.

 Integrate the CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management
Adapter
The CA SYSVIEW Installation Verification Procedure (IVP) lets you confirm that data is moving
correctly among the multiple Mainframe Team Center components.

The CA SYSVIEW Installation Verification Procedure (IVP) lets you confirm that data is moving correctly among the
multiple Mainframe Team Center components.

Warning:

Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into
each product and component that you use with Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.

Follow each of the applicable installation verification procedures (IVP). To view CA SYSVIEW Release 14.2 or Version 15.0
data in Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence:

1. Verify Your CA SYSVIEW Release 14.2 or Version 15.0 Installation. 
Review the Release 14.2 or Version 15.0 documentation for installation and configuration information. To view this
content, you are taken to a separate DocOps site. Therefore, we recommend that you right-click on the link and select Open
in New Tab.

2. Verify Your CCS Data Mover Installation.
3. Verify Your Connection to the CCS Data Mover.

After you install and configure these components, verify that they are running. These CCS components are your
configuration to the Message Service Hub on your appliance.

4. Verify End-to-End Connectivity.
After you install the remaining Mainframe Team Center components, verify end-to-end connectivity using several CA
SYSVIEW displays.

Verify Your CA SYSVIEW Installation 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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1. Issue the TSDSTATS command to ensure that the overall CA SYSVIEW Time Series Data service is

ENABLED:
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2. Ensure that the Collection categories are

enabled:   
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3. Each CICS Data Collection category can be enabled or disabled for each CICS region. Issue
the CTSDSTAT SYSTEM command to show the ENABLED status for each individual region collection

category:    

Note:

: All default settings of CA SYSVIEW R14.2 for this integration are set to ENABLED automatically, whether you are new
to CA SYSVIEW or you are migrating from a previous release. 

4. Verify that the Schedule column is ACTIVE. You must be collecting data in CA SYSVIEW for it to be eligible to move to
the analytics engine. For more information about data collection scheduling, see Data Collection Concepts.

Note:

: TSDSTATS and CTSDSTAT commands are cross-system enabled.

Verify CCS Data Mover Installation

1. Issue the CADMOVER command and verify that the STATUS is ACTIVE

If it shows NONE, it might mean that it has not been started or that it might not be installed.
2. Issue the START ZDMVPROC command. 

Verify Connection to CCS Data Mover 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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To check the connection to CCS Data Mover, issue the TSDSTATS command. The Status field indicates the connection status
by collection:

• NOCONN – No connection has been established with the CCS Data Mover

• If all rows indicate NOCONN, verify that the CCSData Mover has been installed and started.
• If selective rows indicate NOCONN, it might indicate that the data collection task for the collection is not active.
• Otherwise, look for error message GSV2314E in the CA SYSVIEW JESMSGLG.

• INACTIVE – A connection has been established to the CCS Data Mover

• If the Subscribe field is blank, the analytics engine has not yet subscribed to receive data from CA SYSVIEW.
• If the Schedule field is INACTIVE, there are no schedule events for this collection.

• ACTIVE – A connection has been established to the CCS Data Mover

• There is a schedule event for this collection.
• The analytics engine has subscribed to receive data.

• CONNECT – The CICS data collection task has established a connection to the CCS Data Mover. Use the CTSDSTAT
SYSTEM command to see details by CICS region.

Verify End-to-End Connectivity

After installing the remaining Mainframe Team Center components, you can verify end-to-end connectivity using several CA
SYSVIEW displays.

The analytics component of Mainframe Team Center is based on a publish-subscribe model. CA SYSVIEW registers the data
that it can publish through the CCS Data Mover down to the Message Service Hub on z/Linux. The analytics engine subscribes
through the Message Service Hub. This subscription is communicated up to the CCS Data Mover and on to CA SYSVIEW,
which informs CA SYSVIEW to start sending data.

Note:

 The terms producer and consumer are used alternatively for CA SYSVIEW and the analytics engine respectively.

CA SYSVIEW provides displays for the CCS Data Mover that show the producers of data and the consumers of that data.

Verify the Analytics Engine Status Through CCS Data Mover as a Consumer

The CADCONS command shows whether the analytics engine has successfully registered to the CCS Data Mover as a
consumer or subscriber of CA SYSVIEW data. The display also shows the categories of data that for which the consumer has
subscribed and the amount of data that has been received.

Verify Subscriptions Received by CA SYSVIEW

The TSDSTATS command shows successful subscription requests from consumers in the Subscribe column. The value of
SUBSCRIBE indicates that at least one consumer (analytics engine) has successfully subscribed to receive the category of data
produced by CA SYSVIEW. After a subscription has been received and the category of data has a schedule, the Status column
shows ACTIVE indicating that the category of data has data published by CA SYSVIEW.

Use the CTSDSTAT command to show subscription status for categories by each CICS region:
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Verify End-to-End in One Location

Use the CA SYSVIEW TSD Dashboard (Time Series Data) as a single point of view to help confirm that data is moving
between CA SYSVIEW and all Mainframe Team Center components. Issue the DASHBOARD TSD command:
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 Integrate with CA OPSMVS
You can send alerts from MTC-OI to caops (CA OPS/MVS). To integrate with CA OPS/MVS, review the
following information:

You can send alerts from MTC-OI to CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (CA OPS/MVS). To integrate with
CA OPS/MVS, review the following information:

Requirements

• CA Common Services (CCS)
Performing automation in response to alarms generated by Mainframe Team Center – Operational Intelligence requires the
following PTFs:

• • CCS 14.1 PTF RO95587
Adds OPS/MVS Integration Services (APIs) to CCS.

• CCS 14.1 PTF RO96090
Adds the ops-oi-alarm-adapter to the CCS Message Service artifacts.

• CCS 14.1 PTF RO96091
Modifies the CCS Message Service ZMSENVT and ZMSENVT2 members so that one can enable and disable the op-
oi-alarm-adapter and define the class path for its dependencies.

• Mainframe Team Center – Operational Intelligence
MTC-OI Release 1.0.01 is required to send alarms to CA OPS/MVS.

• CA OPS/MVS
Automating alerts from MTC-OI works with all supported releases of CA OPS/MVS – 13.0, 12.3, 12.2.

Configuration
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• CA Common Services (CCS)
Follow the installation/configuration that is included in the HOLDDATA of PTFs RO95587, RO96090, RO96091.
More information regarding the CA OPS/MVS Integration Service
More information regarding the CA CCS Message Service

• Mainframe Intelligence CenterBy default, the CA OPS/MVS to Mainframe Team Center – Operational Intelligence API
is disabled. Ensure that you enable this feature to receive alerts from MTC-OI. Furthermore, specify the metrics whose
alarms you are interested in propagating to CA OPS/MVS and the minimum severity level required to invoke the alarm. 
More information: Configure and Deploy MTC OI

• CA OPS/MVS
Ensure that you have the application program interface parameters set to ‘YES’.

Alarm Contents

The contents of the alarm are split into two variables, immediately referenceable by CA OPS/MVS API rules. The variables
are ‘API.TEXT’ and ‘API.EXTRA’.

• Event IDsAlarms from Mainframe Team Center – Operational Intelligence come as one of three possible event IDs:

• OIEVNT001
Alarm started. 

• OIEVNT002
Severity changed.

• OIEVNT003
Alarm cleared.

• API.TEXTThe value of this variable displays to the OPSLOG when CA OPS/MVS receives the alarm. The contents of
API.TEXT include:

• Incident ID
• Metric Name
• LPAR
• Type of AlarmAlarm Started, Severity Changed, or Event Cleared
• Severity

Sample API.TEXT values:

0000001498219320000ND4dc03cce40f56fe73ad1626b5d45ab463a979b98 DYNAMIC
 THRESHOLD EVENT FOR   JOBCSA ON     XX11 : ALARM STARTED - TYPE =
 UNDR, CURR SEV =    LOW

• API.EXTRAThis variable contains specific information that is related to the metric associated with the alarm. The value of
this variable is a set of key/value pairs, taking the form ‘|key=value|key=value|key=value’. The key values of API.EXTRA
include:

• METRIC_NAME
• METRIC_DESCRIPTION
• METRIC_PATH

Path to the location for the alarm. For example, A JOBCPT%s METRIC_PATH looks like: “METRIC_PATH=z/OS
System:SYS1>z/OS Job:MYJOB”.

• ALARM_STARTED
Epoch time at which alarm started.

• METRIC_VALUE
Actual metric value.

• PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE
• SEVERITY
• PREVIOUS_SEVERITY
• ZONEAHIGH

Upper limit for ‘Common’ band of the green highway. 
• ZONEALOW

Lower limit for ‘Common’ band of the green highway.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
http://docops.ca.com/ca-common-services-for-z-os/14-1/en/installing/ccs-uss-based-services/install-deploy-and-configure-ccs-message-service
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• ZONEBHIGH
Upper limit for ‘Probable’ band of the green highway.

• ZONEBLOW
Lower limit for ‘Probable’ band of the green highway.

• ZONECHIGH
Upper limit for ‘Rare’ band of the green highway.

• ZONECLOW
Lower limit for the ‘Rare’ band of the green highway.

• CENTER
Value of the ‘Center’ line of the green highway.

Sample API.EXTRA:

|METRIC_TYPE=RAW|METRIC_CATEGORY=z/OS Workload Manager|
METRIC_PATH=z/OS System:SYS1>z/OS Workload Manager:HLQ.LLQ.1.3>WLMPI|
ALARM_STARTED=1498481580000|EVENT_CODE=3|
PREVIOUS_SEVERITY=0|PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE=0.0|METRIC_VALUE=0.310|
METRIC_NAME=WLMPI|METRIC_DESCRIPTION=WLMperformance index
 METRIC_INTERVAL=1|TIMEOFFSET=-10400.0|ALGORITHM=ewma|
PERCENTILE=0.94834|ZONEAHIGH=2.5539|ZONEALOW=1.3602|ZONEBHIGH=3.1507|
ZONEBLOW=0.76342|ZONECHIGH=3.7475|ZONECLOW=0.1666|CENTER=2.9292
 
|METRIC_TYPE=RAW|METRIC_CATEGORY=z/OS Job|METRIC_PATH=z/OS
 System:SYS2>z/OS Job:VMCF>JOBCPT%|ALARM_STARTED=1498480260000|
EVENT_CODE=3|PREVIOUS_SEVERITY=2|PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE=0.0|
METRIC_VALUE=0|METRIC_NAME=JOBCPT%|METRIC_DESCRIPTION=CP CPU
 usage percentage total|METRIC_INTERVAL=1|TIMEOFFSET=-10400.0|
ALGORITHM=ewma|PERCENTILE=0.97508|ZONEAHIGH=1.4396E-4|
ZONEALOW=-2.7571E-5|ZONEBHIGH=2.2973E-4|ZONEBLOW=-1.1334E-4|
ZONECHIGH=3.155E-4|ZONECLOW=-1.9911E-4|CENTER=2.2641E-4
 
|METRIC_TYPE=RAW|METRIC_CATEGORY=z/OS Workload Manager|METRIC_PATH=z/
OS System:SYS1>z/OS Workload Manager: HLQ.LLQ.1.3>WLMPI|
ALARM_STARTED=1498481340000|EVENT_CODE=0|PREVIOUS_SEVERITY=3|
PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE=0.62 METRIC_VALUE=-1|METRIC_NAME=WLMPI|
METRIC_DESCRIPTION=WLM performance index METRIC_INTERVAL=1|
TIMEOFFSET=-10400.0|ALGORITHM=INCIDENT_EVENT_ONLY|
PERCENTILE=0.94834|ZONEAHIGH=2.5539|ZONEALOW=1.3602|ZONEBHIGH=3.1507|
ZONEBLOW=0.76342ZONECHIGH=3.7475|ZONECLOW=0.1666|CENTER=2.9292

6 Administrating

Information for customizing and maintaining this product.

This section explains how to use the Mainframe Team Center- Appliance Controller to monitor and administrate MTC-OI

 Mainframe Team Center - Appliance Controller
The Mainframe Team Center - Appliance controller (MTC-AC) is an administrative dashboard that
displays the status. It monitors and lets you restart the application at any instant to take corrective actions
on the corresponding services or the underlying micro services.
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The Mainframe Team Center - Appliance controller (MTC-AC) is an administrative dashboard that displays the Mainframe
Team Center - Operational Intelligencestatus. It monitors and lets you restart the application at any instant to take corrective
actions on the corresponding services or the underlying micro services.

Note:

An application here refers to the application that MTC-AC monitors.

This section contains the following topics:

 View and Manage the Dashboard
 Based on the micro services status the overall application status  can take any one of the
following statuses:
View and Manage an Application 

 Based on the micro services status the overall application status  can take any one of the following statuses:

• All micro-services are up
• Few micro-services are down
• Some micro-services are at error state
• All micro-services are down

Reboot an Application

1. If you find the application is unhealthy, click Reboot to reboot the application.
The reboot application button restarts the application, the services, and the micro-services. The
status indicates Restarting when all the services and micro-services are restarting.

View Service Status

The service status has the following four possible states:

• UPIndicates that the underlying micro-services are healthy and running.
• DownIndicates that few of the underlying micro-services are shut down by the administrator. The rest of the micro-services

are healthy and running.
• Partially Critical

Indicates that some of the underlying micro-services have exited with error. The rest of the micro-services are shut down by
the administrator.

• Critically Down
Indicates that all the underlying micro-services have exited with error.

Note:

When you start or stop a service, the corresponding micro services start or stop accordingly.

 Manage Micro-Services
A microservice is an independently deployable, small, modular service, that runs a unique process and
communicates through a well-defined, lightweight mechanism to serve a business goal. Mainframe
Team Center - Appliance Controller lets you view the status of the micro services that are associated
with mtcoi.

A microservice is an independently deployable, small, modular service, that runs a unique process and communicates through
a well-defined, lightweight mechanism to serve a business goal. Mainframe Team Center - Appliance Controller lets you view
the status of the micro services that are associated with MTC-OI.

Status

The micro-services take one of the following statuses:

• Created
The docker state of the micro-service is created.

• Restarting
The micro-service is restarting.

• Running
The micro-services are currently up and running.

• Paused
The micro-services are paused.
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• Exited
The micro-services have been stopped.

• Dead
The micro-services have stopped working and it is marked for removal.

Start or Stop a Service or a Micro-Service

Click the Start or Stop icons to start or stop individual services or micro-services.

Refresh Interval

Click the Refresh icon to set the interval to gather the status of the micro services. The metrics for each micro-service is
collected at the set interval. 

Note:

The dashboard lets you set the refresh interval to 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minutes, or 5 minutes.

Default: 30 Seconds

Select the Micro-Service or Host Metrics

Click the Settings icon in the Micro Services panel, to choose available metrics from the Columns-List menu, to monitor a
Micro Service or Host.. The micro-services panel lets you select a maximum of four metrics at a time. The metrics that are
visible in the micro-services panel appear selected in the Columns list menu. Irrespective of the metric selection that you made
in the micro-services panel, the Application Health section and the Micro-Services health section display only the default
metric statistics.
The micro-services panel in the Appliance Controller dashboard lets you view the following metrics of a micro-service or host:

• Avg CPU Usage
Specifies the average CPU usage on the docker host by the application that MTC-AC monitors.

• Memory
Specifies the memory usage on the docker host by the application that MTC-AC monitors.

• Block I/O
Specifies the memory read and write on the docker host by the application that MTC-AC monitors.

• Network I/O
Specifies the number of packets received and transmitted to and from the docker host by the application that MTC-AC
monitors.

• Host CPU
Specifies the percentage of CPU used by all the applications that are running on the host.

• Host Memory
Specifies the percentage of memory consumed by all the applications that are running on the host.

• Host Disk Space
Specifies the data space available as reported by Docker.

• Throttled CPU Time
Specifies the time for which a particular micro-service is set to wait (throttled) for CPU cycle. Typically throttled CPU is
zero.

• Memory Fail Counter
Indicates the number of times the memory requirement of the container could not be fulfilled by the docker host.

• Container Swap
Specifies the rate with which the container memory is swapped to disk.

• Network Packet Loss
Specifies the number of packets lost in transit, of a micro-service.

 Compare Application Health and View Micro-Service Health
This section describes the panels that display the health of an application and the health of a micro-
service that you selected.

This section describes the panels that display the health of an application and the health of a micro-service that you selected.

Compare Application Health Status

This panel lets you compare the health of a specific micro-service that you selected, to the overall health of the application.

• Avg CPU UsageDisplays the average CPU used in percentage by all the micro-services of the application.
• Memory%Displays the percentage of memory that is consumed by all the micro-services of the application.
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• Block Input/OutputDisplays the total number of bytes that are read and written by all the micro-services of the
application.

• Network Input/OutputThe number of bytes received and transmitted by all the micro-services of the application.

View the Micro-Services Health Status

You can view the status of the selected micro-service in the Micro-Services Health section.

• Avg CPU Usage
Displays the average CPU usage in percentage of a specific micro-service.

• Memory%
Displays the percentage of memory that is consumed by the specific micro-service.

• Block Input/Output
Displays the bytes that are read and written by the specific micro-service.

• Network Input/output
The number of bytes received and transmitted by the specific micro-service.

 View Topology
The Topology page lets you view the interconnection between services and the micro-services in a tree
structure. You can expand to view the services and the micro-services.The topology page also indicates
the status of all the services and the underlying micro-services.

Note:

You can zoom in and out in the topology page for better view.

Common Tasks in Topology

• Click the expand icon to view the underlying micro-services.
• Start or stop a service or a micro-service from the topology page.
• Click the application, service, or micro-service name to view the drill-down of a service and its corresponding micro-

services in the Dashboard page. 
• The Legend defines the various statuses of the micro-services corresponding to the colors. Click each legend to filter and

view the micro-services that exist in that specific status. 

 Manage Metrics
Follow these steps:
The page Manage Metrics lets you browse the metrics that are available and lets you enable or disable
metrics to be processed and viewed in the Green Highway chart from the Analysis page in MTC-OI.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Appliance Controller.
2. Click the Settings icon in the navigation bar and click DSP Configuration. 
3. Select a Category, and Metric.
4. Use the Metric Path section to specify the system and the origin of the metric by specifying the metric path and

click Include Path.
The metric paths are listed in the  Processed Metrics/Metrics to be Processed panel.

Note:

Use an asterisk to denote a wildcard entry.
5. (Optional) Click the edit icon in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be Processed panel to edit a metric path in the Metric

Path section. 
6. (Optional) Click Show Changes to view all the changes you made. Click Show All to view all the metrics that will be

processed.
7. Click Process.

The selected metrics are processed in the Green Highway from the Analysis page in Mainframe Team Center - Operational
Intelligence.
Example:
To monitor the CPU% of a z/OS Processor (CPU ID) of LPAR - ABC, select the <Category ID>, <Subcategory ID>,
Metric, and CPU%. You are prompted to enter the filters for the two paths z/OS system and z/OS processor. Provide
the LPAR name ABC for the z/OS system, and the CPU ID for the z/OS processor. The metric filters are configured in
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the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be Processed panel. You can view the CPU% of LPAR-ABC in the Green Highway
chart in the MTC-OI UI.

 Create and Manage Email Notifications
The Email Notification feature lets you configure options to generate an email when an alert occurs.
When enabled, the feature sends an email to the designated recipients, for a specific metric with specific
category. If CA OPS/MVS sends a response for the alert, an extra email that contains the response is sent
to the recipients. Configure following files to create and manage email notifications.

The Email Notification feature lets you configure options to generate an email when an alert occurs. When enabled, the feature
sends an email to the designated recipients, for a specific metric with specific category. If CA OPS/MVS sends a response
for the alert, an extra email that contains the response is sent to the recipients. Configure following files to create and manage
email notifications.

• CSV file

• Use the CSV (Comma-Separated Value) file to create email alerts and to send a request to CA OPS/MVS for
automation.

• In the ISPF panel, define the rules for the CSV file by defining the relationship between the metrics, severity, email
recipients, and CA OPS/MVS.

• Configuration File 

• Use this file to generate notification, CA OPS/MVS forwarding, and a few other options.
• In the ISPF panel, define the parameters for the Configuration file to enable email notifications and CA OPS/MVS

forwarding.

Edit the Configuration and CSV Files

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Operational Intelligence Deployment and Customization Panel on the machine where you installed the
product.

2. Select Option 4 - Notifications.
3. Select Option 1 - Configuration File to modify parameters that control notification features. Define the following:

Enable Email

Enable or disable the email notification feature. Enter true to enable email or false to disable email.

CA OPS/MVS Enable

Specifies whether to send alerts to CA OPS/MVS for automation.

Valid Values: true or false

Default: false

Note:

The Notifier sends the alerts to CA OPS/MVS based on a set of predefined rules. If your CA OPS/MVS has a rule that
matches an alert, CA OPS/MVS sends a response back to MTC-OI.

Host

Specifies the host name of the email server of the customer. 

Port

Specifies the port number of the email server of the customer.

User Name

Specifies the user name that is used to log in to the SMTP server.

Password

Specifies the password that is used to log in to the SMTP server.

Bounce Email

Specifies the bounce email account.
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Sender Name

Specifies the name of the sender of the email. We recommend that you set the field as "Alert Service from MTC - OI".

Sender Email

Specifies the sender email account.

SSL On Connect

Use the SSL on Connect (Secured Socket Layer) option to encrypt the connection between mail server and the client for
higher security.

Enter true to enable SSL on connect, or enter false to disable SSL On Connect.

Group Email

Sends an email to a group of recipients at once. 

Enter true to send an email to group.

DAAS Connector URL

Specifies the data service connector URL which includes the host name and port number. This option also specifies the
MTC-OI URL to add in the email content.

hhtps://<Host>:<Port>

Host

Specifies the name of the data-service host.

Port

Specifies the port number of the data service host.

Suppression Interval

Specifies the number of minutes during which identical alerts (same metric, same algorithm, same severity) are suppressed.
4. Select the following options to preview and save your changes:

Generate

Generates the notifier configuration file.

Display

Previews and edits the parameters.

The configuration file is updated with your notification parameters.
5. Click PF3 to go to the List to Notify panel.
6. Select the Option 1 - Configuration File to modify the parameters for the CSV file that contains notification rules.

CSV Example:

FOR_METRIC,GIVEN_MINIMUM_SEVERITY_ALERT,TAKE_ACTIONcpu
%lpar,low,email:support@example.comjobios,medium,alert:opsmvs

FOR_METRIC

Specifies the metric for which the action needs to be taken.

GIVEN_MINIMUM_SEVERITY_ALERT

Specifies the minimum severity level of the metric for which the action needs to be taken.

TAKE_ACTION
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Specifies the action which needs to be taken. For example, sending an email notification to the mentioned recipient, or
forwarding the request to CA OPS/MVS.

7. Select one of the following to edit and save the changes.

Add

Specifies to add new rules in the CSV file onto z/OS.

Edit

Specifies to edit the CSV file onto z/OS.

Save

Specifies to save the CSV file.

Edit

Specifies the CSV rule file.
The rule file is created.

8. Click PF3 to exit from the panel.

The configuration files are configured and stored in ZFS.

 Research an Alert Based on an Email Notification (Early Detection)
The following scenario provides a use case where you receive an email notification that is triggered by a
metric alert. You can use features in mtcoi to pursue early detection of a potential problem.

The following scenario provides a use case where you receive an email notification that is triggered by a metric alert. You can
use features in MTC-OI to pursue early detection of a potential problem.

1. Open the notification email to view the severity and type of alert detected.
2. Click the link in the email to navigate to MTC-OI. 

The Analysis page appears and shows information about the metric in the one hour time frame when the alert occurred.
3. Observe the status of the alert over time.

For example, does the alert persist, and has the value changed?
4. Expand the time range from one hour to the present to investigate further. 

1.1 Click the calendar icon next to the date/time range box in the upper right corner of the window. 
2.1 Select Now and click Apply.

5. Look at the Alerts list to see if other metrics are in an alert state simultaneously. 
You can filter the alert table to refine the results. For example, enter the name of the LPAR in the filter box for the Metric
Path column to narrow the list of alerts.

6. You might see alerts for metrics that are related to the one you are investigating. 
Click the icon in the Append row to display a second green highway beneath the first one.

7. Use the options in the zoom toolbar to change the displayed time range, for example, to display one day (1D) or one week
(1W) of data.
Using these features in the MTC-OI user interface can help you discover and learn more about a potential problem on your
system.

CA OPS/MVS Alerts

If CA OPS/MVS sends a response for an alert, you receive an extra email that contains the response. This email includes the
following information:

• Severity of the alert
• Name of the metric associated with the alert
• Category and path for the metric
• Table displaying the historical data for the metric:

• Date and time when the metric values were recorded.
• Actual value for the metric when no alert is active
• Center (median) value for the metric, which is closest to the most common measurements (the norm) for the metric data
• Rare zone value for the metric, which is three percentile points above or below the norm. It indicates that the metric

behavior is outside the normal range.
• Probable zone value for the metric, which is two percentile points above or below the norm
• Common zone value for the metric, which is closest to the norm for the metric
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• View Alert. Click the View alert link to view the Analysis page that provides detailed information about the alert and
performance of the metric associated with the alert.
 

• CA OPS/MVS response for the alert. The response details include the response time, response text, and the location of CA
OPS/MVS.

The following screenshot shows a sample email that contains the CA OPS/MVS response:

7 Using

Information and procedures for end users.

This section contains information about how administrators work with MTC-OI to view alerts and charts that are generated
by historical data analysis. It also includes information about how to explore a metric for a specific part of your system, create
reports, and view the dashboards.

 

 Log In to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence
Log in to the mtcoi URL with the information you used during installation and the default login
credentials.

Log in to the MTC-OI URL with the information you used during installation and the default login credentials.

Warning:

We recommend that you use the same system details such as name or IP address in the URL, that you have used while
configuring the system related information during installation. If you use a format other than the one that was used
during installation, the reports and dashboard pages may not function as expected.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open a browser and log in to MTC-OI application using URL as follows:

Warning:

MTC-OI application uses only the ports 61480 (http) and 61443 (https).

1.1 If you have used host name during installation, use the following URLs:

• http://<hostname>:61480/MPM
• https://<hostname>:61443/MPM

2.1 If you have used IP address during installation, use the following URLs:

• http://<IP address>:61480/MPM 
• https://<IP address>:61443/MPM

The application opens. 
2. Log in using the credentials you have set when you have configured the security settings in MTC-OI.

• If you have set default web application user account, use one of the following predefined login credentials:

User ID Password

demo demo

sysadmin sysadmin

itmanager itmanager

Related Topics:

• Work with Alerts and Charts in the Analysis Page
• Explore Metrics
• Create and Manage Reports
• Create and Manage Dashboards

 

 Explore Metrics
Example: CPU Usage
 You manage system performance and monitor the metrics that affect system performance. The Explore
page lets you browse the metrics available on your system to look for a specific metric you want to
analyze in the Green Highway chart. You work through three selection panels to select a component,
metric, and metric path. After you click a metric category and subcategory, you can narrow your search
by exploring its path. 

Example: CPU Usage

You want to explore the CPU Usage metric on your z/OS Processors. You can select the z/OS Processor category and then the
Utilization subcategory. The Metrics panel is populated with the list of metrics relevant to CPU utilization. You can then select
a specific metric, such as CPU%. In the Metric Path panel, you can select system entities such as SYSPLEX and SYSTEM
LPAR that identify the unique metric path.

Explore Metrics Options

The Explore page has the two following options:

• Explore Metrics for Differential Analysis (Green Highway)
Use the panels in the Explore Metrics page to select up to  two metric paths you want to explore for differential
analysis. You can view the Green Highway chart for your selection to compare the performance of the two metrics for a
selected period.

• Explore Metrics to Display a Multi-Line Graph
Use the panels in the Explore Metrics page to select up to  six metric paths for a single metric type to display on a multi-
line chart in the Green Highway. You can view a multi-line chart for your selection to compare the performance of the six
metric paths for a single metric for a selected period.

Related Topics:
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 Explore Metrics for Differential Analysis (Green Highway)
You can perform a differential analysis of metrics to view the deviation of a metrics performance from
the base line, compare the performance of a metric against another metric, and understand the impact
of one metric over the other. Exploring metrics enables you to browse metrics for a specific part of
your system. For example, you can explore and select one metric on different LPARs, or you can select
different metrics on one LPAR. You can then narrow your exploration to the two differential analysis
charts you want to display. You can use the Metric Explorer to select up to two metrics to analyze and
compare the performance of the metrics from the Green Highway chart. A metric path is a format that
comprises of the physical address of the unit with the metric in the end.

You can perform a differential analysis of metrics to view the deviation of a metrics performance from the base line, compare
the performance of a metric against another metric, and understand the impact of one metric over the other. Exploring
metrics enables you to browse metrics for a specific part of your system. For example, you can explore and select one metric
on different LPARs, or you can select different metrics on one LPAR. You can then narrow your exploration to the two
differential analysis charts you want to display. You can use the Metric Explorer to select up to two metrics to analyze and
compare the performance of the metrics from the Green Highway chart. A metric path is a format that comprises of the
physical address of the unit with the metric in the end.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Explore icon in the navigation bar, and click Differential Analysis (Green Highway).
The Explore Metrics window opens.

2. Review the information in the Categories panel, and select a category.
The panel lists the available metric categories. Only categories that are related to the metrics that are included in the
historical metric data are displayed.
Each top-level category can be expanded to display subcategories for the metric.

3. Select a subcategory. 
4. (Optional) Type the metric subcategory name in the Search Category box to filter the list of subcategories. 

A checkmark displays next to the subcategory you select. The Metrics panel is populated with a list of metrics that
belong to the selected category and subcategory.
The number in the brackets indicate the number of instances that are running with that specific category, subcategory, or
metric.

Note:

If a category, subcategory, or metric contains zero in the brackets, you do not have an instance of a system that is
associated with that specific category, subcategory, or metric.

5. Select a metric from the list that you want to explore.
6. Work with the lists in the Metric Path panel consecutively from left to right to select the full metric path. You can select

multiple entries from the final list.
Your selections are listed in the Choose Metric panel.

Note:

You can perform the differential analysis from the Green Highway chart for up to two metrics. If you explored more than
two metric paths, remove the unwanted paths from the Choose Metrics panel.

7. Click the edit icon next to a metric path to display those choices in the Categories and Metrics panels. Click the cancel
icon next to a metric path to remove it from the list. 

8. (Optional) Click Save to save your explorations. You can return to a saved metric path to run another analysis session and
see updated alert information. 

Note:

You can view a saved metric path for that login session. The next time you log in, all recent and saved paths are reset.
9. (Optional) Click Restore to retrieve your last selection.An explorer session that is not saved before you click Analyze

can be retrieved from the list of Recent metrics.
10. Click Analyze.

The Analysis page opens and displays the differential analysis in the Green Highway charts for the selected metrics.

Note:

• You can cancel your explorer session at any point. When you click Cancel, the Explore Metrics window closes and the
Analysis page is displayed.
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• After you click Analyze, you can navigate back to the Explore Metrics page later and recover your exploration from the
list of recent searches.

• You can click the Edit Metrics button on the Analysis page to return to the Explore Metrics page. The Metric Explorer
page is restored with the metric paths from your charts.

Related Topics:

View Two Differential Analysis Charts to Compare Metrics

 Explore Metrics to Display a Multi-Metric Line Chart
Use the Metric Explorer to select up to six metrics to analyze and display in a multi-line chart. Working
with a multi-metric line chart to explore metrics lets you display historical data for one metric type across
multiple components of your system. You can view and analyze the relative performance of a metric in
one component with that of five other components. The analysis helps you perform a root cause analysis
by helping you single out the component that is over utilized or under-utilized.

Use the Metric Explorer to select up to six metrics to analyze and display in a multi-line chart. Working with a multi-
metric line chart to explore metrics lets you display historical data for one metric type across multiple components of
your system. You can view and analyze the relative performance of a metric in one component with that of five other
components. The analysis helps you perform a root cause analysis by helping you single out the component that is over utilized
or under-utilized.

Examples:

• CPU usage
You want to view the historical data for the CPU usage metric on six LPARs on your system. You
can select the LPARs for that metric on the Explore Metrics page and display a multi-metric line chart for your selections. 

• TCP port activity
You want to view the historical data of six TCP ports of your z/OS system. You can select the ports for the specific job of a
specific z/OS system and can display a multi-line chart for your selections. 

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Explore icon in the navigation bar, and click Compare Multiple Metrics.
The Explore Metrics window opens.

2. Review the information in the Categories panel, and select a category.
The panel lists the available metric categories. Only categories that are related to the metrics that are included in the
historical metric data are displayed.
Each top-level category can be expanded to display subcategories for the metric.

3. Select a subcategory.
4. (Optional) Enter text in the Search Category box to filter the list of subcategories. 

A checkmark displays next to the subcategory that you select. The Metrics panel is populated with a list of metrics that
belong to the selected subcategory.
The number in the brackets indicate the number of instances that are running with that specific category, subcategory, or
metric.

Note:

If a category, subcategory, or metric contains zero in the brackets, you do not have an instance of a system that is
associated with that specific category, subcategory, or metric.

5. Select a metric from the Metrics list.
6. Work with the lists in the Metric Path panel consecutively from left to right to select the full metric path. You can select

multiple entries from the final list. 
Your selections are listed in the Choose Metrics panel. You can display the multi-metric line chart for up to six system
components.

Note:

If you explored more than six metric paths, remove the unwanted paths from the click Metrics panel.
7. Click the edit icon next to a metric path to display those choices in the Categories and Metrics panels. Click the cancel

icon next to a metric path to remove it from the list.  
8. (Optional) Click SAVE to save your explorations.

All selected metric paths are added to the SAVED drop-down list. 
9. (Optional) Click Restore to retrieve your last selection.

An explorer session that is not saved before you click ANALYZE can be recreated from the list of Recent metrics.
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10. Click ANALYZE.
The Analysis page opens and displays the multi-metric line chart in Green Highway for the selected metrics.

Note:

• You can cancel your explorer session at any point. When you click CANCEL, the Explore Metrics window closes and the
Analysis page is displayed.

• After you click ANALYZE, you can navigate back to the Explore Metrics page later and recover your exploration from
the list of recent searches.

• You can click the Edit Metrics button on the Analysis page to return to the Explore Metrics page. The Metric Explorer
page is restored with the metric paths from your charts.

• You can click the Graph URL drop-down on the Analysis page to save your exploration as a URL that you can open later.

 Open or Restore a Recent Exploration
You analyze the performance trend of metric paths from the Chart panel in the Analysis page. When you
complete the process of selecting a metric path from the Explore page, and click Analyze, the full path
for the chosen metric is saved to the Recent drop-down list. Return to the Explore Metrics page from the
Analysis page to recall a recent exploration.

You analyze the performance trend of metric paths from the Chart panel in the Analysis page. When you complete the process
of selecting a metric path from the Explore page, and click Analyze, the full path for the chosen metric is saved to the Recent
drop-down list. Return to the Explore Metrics page from the Analysis page to recall a recent exploration.

Note:

Up to ten items are displayed in the list of recent explorations. 

Open a Recent Explorer Session and Analyze the Metric

When you click the path name for a recent exploration from the Recent drop-down list, the chart for the metric is displayed in
the Analysis page.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Explore Metrics page, click the Recent drop-down list.
2. Click the path for a recent exploration on the list.

The Categories, Metrics, and Metric Path panels populate with the saved information.
The Charts panel on the Analytics page opens to display the chart for the selected metric.

Restore a Recent Exploration

When you edit a recent exploration, the information that is related to a metric path is restored in the Explore Metrics page.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Explore Metrics page, click the Recent drop-down list.
2. Click the pencil icon next to a recent exploration on the list.

The Categories, Metrics, and Metric Path panels populate with the saved information.
3. You can modify the exploration as needed and click Analyze to display the chart for the selected metric.

Note:

The list of recent explorations is not saved when you log out from MTC-OI. The list is active for only for one login session.
You can save your exploration if you want to restore it for a subsequent session.

 Work with Alerts and Charts in the Analysis Page
The Analysis page by default displays the Alerts panel and the Charts panel. Use the features in the
Analysis page to work with Alerts and Charts that are generated by the analysis of historical data of
systems. The Analysis page contains the following panels:

The Analysis page by default displays the Alerts panel and the Charts panel. Use the features in the Analysis page to work with
Alerts and Charts that are generated by the analysis of historical data of systems. The Analysis page contains the following
panels:

• Alerts Panel:Lists the alerts with detailed information about severity, time-frame, and information related to metrics.
• Charts Panel:Displays the performance of the metric associated with a selected alert from the Green Highway chart. Use

the toggle buttons to adjust the view to show only the Alerts or Charts panel, or both.
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Note:

All date and time values reflect the time zone of the end user from which the data is being viewed. These values do not reflect
the system from where the data is being generated.

You can manage the following tasks in the Analysis page:

Monitor Alerts

The Analysis page lets you focus on details of historical data to reveal events outside of the normal metric behavior. You
can drill down into historical data to reveal trends, patterns, and recurring events that are related to specific metrics in your
data. The Alerts panel includes a table that displays information about alerts that are triggered by the analysis of historical
data. The most recent alerts appear at the top of the list and the latest alert is selected by default. The table includes the
following information:

• Severity
Displays the severity level of the alert.

The following information is provided:

• An icon indicating alert severity. 
• A number that identifies the metric value.
• A small chart that illustrates the time-frame of the alert event. The chart captures 60 minutes of data. A bubble is

positioned on the chart to mark the alert event. You can quickly review the activity 30 minutes before and after the
alert event. As you move the cursor over the chart, information displays in a popup window with details about the date,
time and metric value of the alert within the one hour window. You can refresh the information in the severity column
when you refresh the display of the Analysis page, for example, when you enter a new From/To range for the date or
refresh the web browser.

• Date/Time
Displays the date and time for the end of the alerting period.

• Elapsed
Displays the time elapsed from the start to the end of the alerting period. The display format is dd:hh:mm. For example, 1d
10h 31m. 

• Samples
Displays the number of alert events that are detected during the alerting period.

• Metric
Displays the alphanumeric metric ID of the data source.

• Description
Displays the descriptive metric name of the data source. This information is also displayed just above the Charts panel,
which makes it easy to associate the selected alert and its corresponding chart.

• Category
Displays the system context for the metric. This field enables you to quickly see which component in your environment is
associated with the metric. The information is also available in the Charts panel, providing system context for the alert.

• Metric Path
Displays the path for the metric in your environment.

• Append
Click the Append icon to append the green highway for another metric beneath the one that is already displayed. You can
display two charts at the same time to compare metric activity over time.

Note:

The UI displays up to 200 alerts at a given instant. The alert query limit is set to 1000 for any given alert search duration.
You can modify the alert query limit from the application.yaml file.

View Alert Details and Automation Response

Hover over the Date/Time column in the Alerts Table to display a popup box that lists alert details and the automation
response (if any) for the alert. 
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The Alert Details section in the popup box includes the following information:

• Overview of the Alert Range At the top of the tooltip, two colored bars display the range of the alerting period, relative to
the currently selected From/To range for the time period. You can review this information to quickly determine if the alert
occurred before, during, or after the current From/To range.

• Elapsed
Displays the time elapsed from the start to the end of the alerting period.

• Samples
Displays the number of alert events that are detected during the alerting period.

• Start
Displays the date and time the alerting period started.

• End
Displays the date and time the alerting period ended.

• From/To
Displays the date and time for the currently selected Date/Time range. You can modify this range if you want to view the
metric data in another time period.

The Automation Response section displays the automation response received for the alert from an automation tool, such as
CA OPS/MVS.

Note:

CA MTC-OI sends the alerts to an automation tool based on a set of predefined rules. If the automation tool has a rule that
matches an alert, it sends a response back to MTC-OI.

Work with the Alerts Data

You can use features in the Alerts Panel to filter and sort the alerts data. For example:
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Action Description

Filter a Column Use the filter box at the top of a column to apply a filter and
update the display.

• For the Severity column, select a severity from the drop-
down list. You can filter by the three applicable severity
levels:

• 1 - High Severity
• 2- Medium Severity
• 3 - Low Severity.

• For columns with text, enter a text string to update the
display that is based on that string.

Sort a Column All columns in the table are sortable, but only one column
can be sorted at a time. You can sort a column in descending
or ascending order. When you click the column title,
the sort icon appears. Click it again to switch between

descending or ascending order.

Change the Date/Time Range Work with the Date/Time column filter as noted above,
zoom the date range to a preset value using the toolbar,
manually enter date ranges in the From and To boxes, or use
the Calendar Picker to change the dates.

View and Understand the Information Displayed in the Green Highway Chart for a Metric

When you click a row in the Alerts panel, the chart showing one month of historical data displays in the lower half of the
screen. The chart provides a visual context for a selected alert, relative to a range of historical data. You can quickly view the
context for an alert, and work with features in the panel to zoom in and out of the historical data.

The metric name for the chart displays in the upper left corner of the Charts panel. Under the metric name, the path for the
metric in your environment is displayed.

The body of the chart provides a visual representation of historical data for one metric related to your system components. The
time range is tracked along the bottom of the chart. The chart itself is composed of multiple streams of information, combined
into a single graphic.

You can scan the chart to identify points in time where an alert was triggered, and where analytic data falls outside of the
established norm for a component on your system.

Lines and bands of color are used to track the following information:

• A solid black line tracks actual data for the selected metric when no alert is active in the displayed time range. 
• When an alert occurs, the black line changes to a colored solid line that matches the alert severity. For example, red for

severity 1 alerts.
• The dotted green line (center line) tracks the median value for the selected metric.
• Three zones display the different prediction intervals present in the historical data.
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You can toggle the display of the different zones using check boxes in the chart legend. For example, you can turn off the
display of the common and probable zones so it is easier to view high severity (rare) activity.

A legend displays the different elements of the chart:

The Analysis Engine uses algorithms to process historical data and produce a metric chart. The chart
combines information that is designed to help you quickly review and interpret activity for a metric in
your environment. The various components of the chart are as follows:

• Actual Data
Actual data is illustrated as a black solid line (no alerts) or a colored solid line (alert state) on the chart. The line is
calculated from actual data for the metric. By comparing actual data and the median value, you can quickly see variations
for the metric in your environment.

• Median Value for the Metric (Center Line) 
The median value for your metric is illustrated as a dotted green line on the chart. The center line is the median or middle
of the range for the data. The zones closest to the center line are closest to the most common measurements for the data.

• Common Data
Common zone data tracks closest to the center line, or the norm for your metric, and displays as a dark green band. The
analytics calculations place the common zone as one percentile above or below the norm. 

• Probable Data
Probable zone data is illustrated as a green band on the chart. The analytics calculations place the probable zone two
percentile points above or below the norm.

• Rare Data
Rare zone data is illustrated as a light green band on the chart. The analytic place the rare zone three percentile points
above or below the norm, and signal a metric behavior outside the normal range.

Edit Metrics

The Edit Metrics button lets you navigate back to the Explore Metrics page to select the metric paths. 

Alert Points and the Alerting Period

The chart includes alert points that track the alert events over time. Points are color-coded and numbered for alert severity. In
the background, date and time are tracked in increments and marked with tick lines. An alerting period is the range of time a
metric is consistently in a given alert state.

An alert point is displayed when activity across consecutive data points meets specific conditions. The three kinds of alert
points are as follows:

• Alert Severity 3
Four out of five consecutive data points are above the common or most likely zone (68th percentile).
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• Alert Severity 2
Two out of three consecutive data points are above the probable or less likely zone (95th percentile).

• Alert Severity 1
One data point is above the rare or uncommon zone (99.7th percentile).

The start and end of each alert is designated by a flag on the alert line. A dashed line between the flags tracks the alert duration.

Note:

Click and drag to select a region on the chart to zoom in to the time range. If you zoom out to display a long time range, alert
flags may not be visible.

Navigation Timeline and Range Slider

Below the zones and alerts, a timeline displays and helps you track the state of the metric. The timeline displays one month
of data by default. Within the timeline, a range slider includes the time range that is selected for the chart. You can drag the
controls on either side of the range slider to zoom in to a particular range. You can drag the slider to span as wide as the entire
time range, or as little as one minute.  You can scan the overall timeline using the back and forward controls. A display of the
month and year is tracked along the graph.

Work with the Chart Data

Action Description

Change the Chart Display Select or clear the check boxes on the list of Chart Elements
to display or hide information.

Change the Timeline Range Use the left and right arrows on either end of the range to
change the timeline.

Pan or Scan the Chart Move your mouse over the chart to display dynamic
information in a popup window. For example, when you pan
over the zones, each data point in time is summarized in a
popup window:

Move the Timeline Range Slider Controls are included on the timeline graph that lets you
change the time period. You can grab and move the control
on either side of the slider to extend or shorten the timeline
range.

Perform Differential Analysis in the Green Highway Chart for a Metric or up to Two Metrics

You can explore the metrics from the Explore Metrics page and select the two metrics to perform a differential analysis in the
Green Highway chart.
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More information:

• View Two Differential Analysis Charts to Compare Metrics
• Explore Metrics for Differential Analysis (Green Highway)

View a Multi-Metric Line Chart for Multiple Components of a Single Metric

The multi-metric line chart displays in place of the Green Highway in the Analysis page to compare multiple metrics. You can
set up to six metric paths for one metric that you select from the Explore Metrics page to view the multi-metric line chart from
the Analysis page. You can create a multi-metric line chart from the Compare Multiple Metrics page.

The multi-metric line chart displays a series of datapoints that are connected with a line. It helps you visualize data for your
metric component over a selected time range, and in relation to other components for the same metric type. For example, you
can use this feature to view a chart for the CPU usage metric of up to six LPARs on your system.

The chart includes the following elements:
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• Colored lines that display the Actual Data for up to six different components on your system. Each component uses a
unique line color.

• A solid line is used to designate that no alert is active in the displayed time range. 
• Alert Points mark a significant event in the historical data. The start and end of each alert is designated by a flag on the

alert line. A dashed line between the flags tracks the alert duration.
• The ability to hover over the chart and click a point on one of the lines to display a tooltip. The tooltip provides a summary

of the metric at that point in time. The tooltip includes a link to the Differential Analysis (Green Highway) view of the
metric. Click on the link to switch to the Green Highway view of the specific metric.

• A Legend that lists the names of the components you are tracking on the chart with a unique color. You can hide or display
a line on the chart when you select or clear the check box.

• An Information icon that you can expand to display a box that lists the full metric path for each component in the chart.
• The Edit Metric icon lets you navigate back to the Explore Metrics page where you can review or modify your exploration.

One hour of data is displayed by default. You can use the timeline Range Slider to change the timeline range.

Note:

All date and time values reflect the time zone of the end user from which the data is being viewed. These values do not reflect
the system from where the data is being generated.

More Information:

• Modify a Multi-Metric Line Chart in the Analysis Page
• Navigate from a Multi-Metric Line Chart to a Differential Analysis Chart
• Explore Metrics to Display a Multi-Metric Line Chart

 

 

 Perform Basic Tasks in the Analysis Page
When you start , the Analysis page opens by default. The first alert in the Alerts panel displays by default.
The metric chart for the alert displays at the bottom of the page. Scan the alerts in their default display
order (most recent first), or work with features in the Alerts panel to filter or sort the data. The Alerts
panel lists the alerts that are generated for that specific period. By default, the alerts are visible for that
hour. You can set the duration of the alerts generation for one hour, one day, one week, one month, or for
the total duration because the alerts were generated up to the current time.

When you start Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence, the Analysis page opens by default. The first alert in
the Alerts panel displays by default. The metric chart for the alert displays at the bottom of the page. Scan the alerts in their
default display order (most recent first), or work with features in the Alerts panel to filter or sort the data. The Alerts panel
lists the alerts that are generated for that specific period. By default, the alerts are visible for that hour. You can set the duration
of the alerts generation for one hour, one day, one week, one month, or for the total duration because the alerts were generated
up to the current time.

The following procedures provide examples of working with the features in the Analysis page for alerts and charts.

View Alerts and Charts to Analyze Data

You can analyze the performance of the metrics that the Analysis displays. The alerts are listed in the order of occurrence, with
the most recent alert listed first in the panel. You can filter a specific metric from the alerts panel and click the metric to view
and analyze its performance from the Green Highway chart to determine the health and performance of the metric.

Example:

Suppose that you want to view the alerts that are associated with CPU Usage Percentage for a system instance CA11.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.
2.

To navigate to the Analysis page from another page, click the Analysis icon  in the navigation panel. 
The Alerts panel by default displays the metrics that have exceeded their threshold levels of performance or usage.
The analysis page lets you filter and view alerts that are related to a specific metric. For example, CPU Usage Percentage.

3. Filter the metric CPU Usage Percentage by alert severity:

1.1 Navigate to the Metrics column, and type CPU in the filter box.
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The column is filtered and displays alerts for the CPU Usage Percentage metric.
2.1 Navigate to the Severity column, click the drop-down option to select a severity level, and select High Severity.

The table lists the high severity alerts for your metric. The most recent alert is at the top of the list, This alert is
selected to display the Metric Chart in Green Highway.

4. Navigate to the Charts panel in the lower half of the screen. You can work with the following features to investigate the
alert more closely:

1.1 Check the alert points in the chart.
Is there a discernible pattern for high severity alerts over time?

2.1 Click an option in the zoom toolbar to zoom the date range to a pre-selected choice (for example, one week, one
month, and so on). Alternatively, you can drag the left side of the range slider to the left to display more data, back in
time.
The chart redraws to display the updated time range.

5. Identify events that are problematic to take corrective actions.

Share the Current Chart

You can email the URL of the current chart. This feature is available for a single, or double differential analysis (Green
Highway) chart, or a multi-line chart. Doing so helps you apprise colleagues of potential issues. Alternatively you can copy the
URL of the current chart to the clipboard. This option provides an additional way to share content.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the applicable chart is displayed.
2. In the main toolbar, click the icon for the Graph URL.

The Graph URL pop-up displays.
3. Share the chart content
4. Click the Email icon to share the chart details in an email.

Your default email application opens. The body of the email contains the URL for the current chart. The email title includes
the metric IDs.
When the recipient of the email clicks the link, the metric chart is displayed after logging in to the application.

5. Click the Clipboard icon.
The URL for the chart is copied to the clipboard. You can use another action to paste the URL into a file or email.

 

 View Two Differential Analysis Charts to Compare Metrics
You can perform a differential analysis of metrics to:

You can perform a differential analysis of metrics to:

• view the deviation of a metrics performance from the base line
• compare the performance of a metric against another metric
• understand the impact of one metric over the other.

The Green Highway chart of the most recent alert for a metric displays in the lower half of the screen. You can append a

second Green Highway chart of another metric to the one that is displayed using the Append button in the far right column
on the Alerts table. When you click the Append button that is adjacent to an alert, the Green Highway chart for that metric
displays beneath the first Green Highway. The time range slider for each metric is synchronized so you see the historical data
for each metric over the same period. Comparing metrics performance lets you study how metrics may be affecting each other.

When you append a second Green Highway chart, you can only select alerts that correspond to different metrics. The Append
button is grayed out for alerts that correspond to a metric that is being displayed in a Green Highway chart in the chart panel.

Note:

You can append an alert or can explore metrics from the Explore page to perform a differential analysis of up to two metrics
from the Analysis page. For more information about how to explore metrics from the Explore page, see Explore Metrics for
Differential Analysis (Green Highway)

Example: Differential Analysis

In the following example, when you open the Analysis page, you discover that two metrics are in alert at approximately the
same time. By displaying two Green Highway charts, you can compare the data for each metric over the course of 24 hours.
You can then understand the impact of one metric over the other.

Follow these steps:
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1. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.
2. Open the Analysis page.

The first alert in the Alerts table is selected. The Green Highway for that metric is displayed. The default time range of one
hour is selected.

3. Sort or filter the columns of the Analytics table to change the metric to display, as needed. For example, filter the Metrics
column by SYSIOR to display alerts for the Total I/Os per second metric.

4. Click one of the SYSIOR alerts to display the Green Highway for that metric.
The first Green Highway of a metric you selected is added.

5. Search for and append a second metric beneath the first. For example, filter the Metrics column by CPU% to display alerts
for the CPU usage percentage metric.

6.
Click the Append button corresponding to the alert.
The Green Highway for the appended alert displays beneath the Green Highway of the first alert.

Note:

The Green Highway window heading updates to include the name and metric path of both alerts.

Historical data for the past 24 hours displays for each Green Highway. The time range sliders for the two metrics are
synchronized, so you can compare analysis information for both metrics simultaneously.

Tip:

Drag the range slider that is beneath either Green Highway charts to change the time range of historical data that is
displayed. To change the date and time range, you can use the preset time ranges or change the value in the From and To
fields.

Change the Metric Selection

You can display up to two stacked Green Highway charts at a time. The first Green Highway chart is for the alert you selected
from the Alerts table. When you work with the Metric Selection dialog, you can change the selection for the second Green
Highway.

Follow these steps:

1. With two Green Highways that are displayed, click the Append button for another alert in the Alerts table.
The Metric Selection dialog displays.
The dialog displays the full path for three metrics: the current two metrics that are displayed, and the new metric you
selected. By default, the new metric is automatically selected for inclusion.

2. Select the check box for a second metric and click Choose.
The two selected metrics display as stacked charts.

 

 

 Modify a Multi-Metric Line Chart in the Analysis Page
You can use the Metric Explorer from the Explore page to select up to six metrics to analyze and display
in a multi-line chart in the Analysis page. Working with a multi-line chart to explore metrics lets you
display historical data for one metric type across multiple components of your system.

You can use the Metric Explorer from the Explore page to select up to six metrics to analyze and display in a multi-line chart
in the Analysis page. Working with a multi-line chart to explore metrics lets you display historical data for one metric type
across multiple components of your system.

Note:

For more information about how to use the Metric Explorer to display the multi-line chart, see Explore Metrics to Display a
Multi-Metric Line Chart.

After you set the multi-line chart from the Explore page, you can modify the multi-line chart from the Analysis page. You can
append a new metric path to the chart. You can also modify the list of metric paths in the chart.

Follow these steps:

1.
Click the Append icon  in the row for the metric path of the alert you want to add. 

Note:

You can only append a metric of the same type to an existing multi-line chart.
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A pop-up window lists the current metric paths and the new metric path is marked as selected. 
2. Alternatively, click the Edit Metrics button and revise your choices on the Explore Metrics page.

Click Choose.
3. The multi-line chart is updated based on your selections.

Tip:

You can save your selections in a URL to open the multi-line chart later. Click the Graph URL option on the toolbar and
select Email or Clipboard.

 Navigate from a Multi-Metric Line Chart to a Differential Analysis Chart
When you work with a multi-line chart in the Analysis page, you can display the Green Highway chart
for the metric of a selected component.

When you work with a multi-line chart in the Analysis page, you can display the Green Highway chart for the metric of a
selected component.

Follow these steps:

1. Hover over the multi-line chart to locate the component that you want to isolate.
2. Click on the part of the alert line that you want to investigate for differential analysis.

A tooltip displays. The tip includes a link to the Differential Analysis (Green Highway) chart.

3. Click the Differential Analysis link in the tooltip.
The Green Highway chart displays for the selected metric. You can now view the performance of the component against
the baseline of the historical analysis.

Tip:

After you click a tooltip to make it stationary, you can move your cursor and click another tooltip to compare the
information. You can also click anywhere outside the stationary tooltip to dismiss it.

 Toolbar Shortcuts
Use the toolbar on the Analysis page to access a range of features to work with your alerts and historical
data. The toolbar is a static element of the user interface and displays at all times.

Use the toolbar on the Analysis page to access a range of features to work with your alerts and historical data. The toolbar is a
static element of the user interface and displays at all times.

Icon Description

Turn the display of the Alerts Panel on or off. When you
close the Alerts Panel, the Charts Panel displays on the full
screen.

Turn the display of the Charts Panel on or off. When you
close the Charts Panel, the Alerts Panel displays on the full
screen.

Display a drop-down list of the last five metrics you viewed.
Click one of the metrics in the list to display the Charts Panel
for that metric, within a 24-hour time-frame. The Alerts table
closes and only the Charts Panel displays. This list tracks the
metrics that you view within one working session. When you
close your session, the list is not saved.

View the URL for the Charts Panel. A popup box opens with
options to email the URL or copy it to the clipboard.
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Zoom the date range to a preset range. The value that you
select updates the date range input fields, the Alerts Table,
and the Charts Panel. When you open the application, the
default is set to one hour. If you manually revise the dates in
the From or To selection boxes, the zoom selector becomes
inactive.

The preset choices are one hour, one day, one week, and one
month. Select ALL to zoom in to all data currently available
in the chart.

Input a specific date range using manual entry or a calendar
picker. The date ranges in these fields update when you work
with another date/time filter. Click Enter, Tab, or any region
outside the box to commit your changes.

Note: If you enter a date range that does not have any data, a
warning message displays and you are prompted to revise the
date ranges.

You can click the Calendar icon to open a calendar to select
the date and time for either the From or To box. Click "Now"
to reset the date and time to the current date/time of your
machine. Use options in the calendar to navigate to a different
date or time.

Note: If you enter a date range that is not sequential, the
entries automatically reset after you click Tab, Enter, or click
a region outside the box.

 Open or Restore a Saved Explorer Session
You analyze the performance of metric paths from the Green Highway chart in the Analysis page. When
you complete the process of selecting a metric path in the Explore Metrics page, and click Save, the full
path for the chosen metric is saved to the Saved drop-down list. When you return to the Explore Metrics
page, you can open or restore a saved exploration.

You analyze the performance of metric paths from the Green Highway chart in the Analysis page. When you complete the
process of selecting a metric path in the Explore Metrics page, and click Save, the full path for the chosen metric is saved to
the Saved drop-down list. When you return to the Explore Metrics page, you can open or restore a saved exploration.

Note:

Up to ten items appear in the list of saved explorations. The list is retained across sessions.

Open a Saved Explorer Session and Analyze the Metric

Follow these steps:

1. In the Explore Metrics page, click the Saved drop-down list.
2. Click the row for the metric path you want to open.

The metric path is restored and the Analysis page opens to show the chart for the metric.

Restore a Saved Explorer Session

Follow these steps:

1. In the Explore Metrics page, click the Saved drop-down list.
2. Click the pencil icon next to the metric path you want to open.

The Categories, Metrics, and Metric Path panels populate with the saved information.
3. You can revise details of the exploration or click Analyze to open the chart for the metric.
4. (Optional) Click the delete icon to delete a saved metric path from the Saved drop-down list.
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 Create and Manage Reports
mtcoi contains CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 6.3.0, which provides the platform for
reporting and analytics, to integrate, analyze, and present, vital information of system performance
through various reporting and dashboard options.
Reports give you a snapshot view of actual data for metrics of components in your monitoring
environment. You can view a report in the form of a table, chart, or a crosstab.

MTC-OI contains CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 6.3.0, which provides the platform for reporting and
analytics, to integrate, analyze, and present, vital information of system performance through various reporting and dashboard
options.

To learn more about how to create reports, schedule reports, and prepare dashboards using MTC-OI, see the following video:

The Reports page contains the following pages:

• Reports
Contains a list of reports, ad hoc views, and dashboards that you can view, edit, or schedule.

• Create Reports
Contains tools, data, and options that helps you create, modify, and schedule a report that is based on your requirements. 

The Reports page contains a list of default items and items that you have created using the Create Reports page. You can
work with the following types of items from the Reports page:

• Ad hoc views
The ad hoc view report serves as a static template content that is derived from the ad hoc view.

• Reports
Select an existing ad hoc view and generate a report from it using various options that are available and then select Save
As, or create a customized report from the Create Reports page by selecting all the required details.

• Dashboards
A dashboard provides a graphical representation of data values against specific measures, to help understand the trend and
performance of metrics that affect your systems.

Note:

If you delete any default reports, ad hoc views, and dashboards, the default items are restored when you restart the CA
Business Intelligence docker container.

The following diagram shows the workflow to create and manage ad hoc views, reports, and dashboards: 
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Figure 9: Create an Ad Hoc View, Report, and Dashboard

Related Topics:

 

 Perform Basic Tasks in the Reports Page
The Reports page contains default reports that you can view, edit, schedule, or delete. The Create Reports
page lets you create a report using the operational domain data source related metrics. You can schedule
the reports to run at a specific required interval and receive the report in an email or save the report
in a specified location. The ad hoc view serves as the basis of reports, the reports serve as the basis of
dashboards. 

The Reports page contains default reports that you can view, edit, schedule, or delete. The Create Reports page lets you create
a report using the operational domain data source related metrics. You can schedule the reports to run at a specific required
interval and receive the report in an email or save the report in a specified location. The ad hoc view serves as the basis of
reports, the reports serve as the basis of dashboards. 

You can perform the following tasks from the Reports page:

Basic Tasks with Reports

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.
2. Click the report icon in the navigation bar and click Reports.

The Reports page opens. A list of default reports, views, and dashboards are available. The list is updated as you create
more reports, views, and dashboards.

3. Click the settings icon next to a report, adhoc view, or a dashboard and perform the following tasks:

1.1 Tasks: 
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• You can View, Schedule, and Delete a selected report
• You can Edit and Delete a view 
• You can Edit and Delete a dashboard

2.1 Delete:

1. 1.1 Click the settings icon corresponding to an item from the list and select Delete.
3.1 Delete Multiple Items:

1. 1.1 Select the check boxes of the items you want to delete.
2. 1.1 Click the Actions drop-down list, and select Delete.

A confirmation message appears.

• Click Yes to delete the selected items from the list.

Note:

• Before you delete the base item, delete the dependent items.
• Before you delete a report, delete the dashboard that you have created from the report.
• Before you delete an adhoc view, delete the dashbaord, and the report that you created from the adhoc view.

The following diagram depicts the order in which you can delete an ad hoc view, a report, and a dashboard.

Figure 10: Ad Hoc View, Report, and Dashboard Relationship

Warning:

If you delete any of the default reports, ad hoc views, and dashboards that were provided as part of the out
of the box feature, the items will be restored when you restart the CABI container.

View a Default Report

Customize a default report by specifying input details. You specify details such as system name, the time stamp and so on
based on the report template, using input controls.

Follow these steps:

1. Click a report from the reports list.

The report opens with the options icon .
2. Click the Options icon.

The Input Controls dialog opens.
3.  Add details using the filters provided to specify details such as date, system name that are populated according to the filters

you set.
4. Set TIMESTAMP between any date range, or set it between DAY-n and DAY.

n - Signifies any number of days that you want the report to date back to.
Example:
Set the TIMESTAMP between DAY-10 to DAY.

5. Click Apply, and click OK.
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The report displays the data of the specified system and duration.

Schedule a Report

You can schedule a job for a report to run for a specific period. Scheduling helps you to retrieve useful reports that you created
periodically through email or save in a specific location. This will enable you to share the reports with the intended recipients
regularly.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the report icon in the navigation bar and click Reports.
The reports, views, and dahsboards are listed.

2. Select the settings icon by a report, and select Schedule.
3. The following actions are available on the Schedule Jobs dialog:

• Create Schedule: 
Lets you create a schedule.

• Run Now: 
Lets you open the New Schedule dialog to schedule a job.

• Refresh: 
Lets you refresh the schedule.

4. Click Create Schedule.
The Schedule tab appears.

5. Specify the Start Date, Time Zone, and Recurrence. 
The Schedule End fields appear.

6. Specify the End Date.
7. Navigate to the Parameters tab.

The Parameters tab displays the fields that correspond to the context that you have used to add filters when you created
the report. 

8. Specify the context related details.
9. Navigate to Output Options.
10. Provide the required file name and the associated description in the File name and Description text boxes.
11. Select the time zone at which you want to schedule a job from the Time Zone drop-down list.
12. Select the required language from the Output Locale drop-down list.
13. Select the required output formats from the listed checkboxes.
14. Select the file handling methods that you want by clicking appropriate checkboxes.
15. Select one or more output destinations by clicking the appropriate checkboxes.

1.1 If you select the Output to ftp Server option, provide the ftp server address, port number, transfer protocol,
directory, username, and the associated password.

2.1 Click Test Connection to test the credentials.
16. Navigate to the Notifications tab.
17. Complete the fields and specify the methohd of inclusion of reports in the email by selecting one of the Include report

options and click Save.
The Save dialog appears.

18. Provide the description for the scheduled job and click Save.
Your job is scheduled for the specified time frame. You receive the reports at the scheduled time and dates in the format
that you specified.

 Create Ad Hoc Views and Custom Reports
If the predefined reports do not meet your reporting requirements, you can create custom ad hoc reports
that help you generate and track the performance of specific metrics of your choice. You can create Ad
Hoc reports from Ad Hoc views. The Ad Hoc report contains static template content that is derived from
the Ad Hoc view when it was created. You can view a report in the form of a table, chart, or a crosstab.

If the predefined reports do not meet your reporting requirements, you can create custom ad hoc reports that help you generate
and track the performance of specific metrics of your choice. You can create Ad Hoc reports from Ad Hoc views. The Ad Hoc
report contains static template content that is derived from the Ad Hoc view when it was created. You can view a report in the
form of a table, chart, or a crosstab.

Note:
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To create a report of any specific metric of a system instance, ensure that you apply as many filters as possible for that system.
Use only the  in between  operator to apply the timestamp filter.

Warning:

The  is not equal to  and  is not between  operators do not work.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.
2. Click the reports icon in the navigation bar, and click Create Report.

The Select Data window opens.
3. (Optional) Type the data name that you want to search in the Search bar. 

The selected result displays.
4. Select one of the listed domains and click Choose Data...

The Choose Data window opens. 
5. Select one or more fields from the Source pane, double-click them, drag them, or click the right arrow.

The fields are moved to the Selected Fields pane.
6. (Optional) Click Display to modify the display name of any metric or filter.

Note:

The changed display name is visible to all users who log in to MTC-OI
7. Click OK.

The New Ad Hoc View dialog opens.

Note:

Before you apply the time range filter, select at least one metric.

The page contains the following columns:

• DomainContains the domain name and lists the following items:

• FieldsDefines items from the data source that you can add to the table as groups and filters.
• MeasuresDefines items containing data values, that you can specify as columns and groups to create your custom

view or report.
• New Ad Hoc ViewContains tools that equip you to create reports with various options and view in the form of table,

chart, or crosstab.

Note:

The UI shows an error if the drag drop is too fast while creating and applying filters, rows, and columns in the New
Ad Hoc View. Drag and drop the filter items one-by-one.

• FiltersContains filters that you create using the items from the Fields column with Customer Filter Expression, Data
Level, and Rows slider.
The filters are labeled alphabetically. You can use AND, OR operations to combine filters using their names, example
A OR B, A AND C.

Note:

Ensure that you create filters to narrow your search to view the specific reports accurately.
8. Drag the slider under Rows to the far end to ensure that all the rows are selected to create the chart.
9. Click the gear icon to specify the Chart Types and Chart Format.
10. Click the Save icon and select the appropriate option: 

• Save Ad Hoc View
Lets you save the content in the form of an Ad Hoc View. You can use the ad hoc view as a template to create reports.

• Save Ad Hoc View As...
Lets you save the ad hoc view as a report.

• Save Ad Hoc View and Create Report
Lets you save the content in the form of an ad hoc view and a report.

The ad hoc report is saved with the name and description you specified and is listed in the Reports page. You can create
reports from the ad hoc view, and create a dashboard from the report.

11.
(Optional) Click the export icon  to export the content in the desired format.

Note:
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For more information about how to work with the Ad Hoc Editor, see Jaspersoft documentation.

Examples:
Create a Report using System Operational Domain

In the following example, you notice that the performance of CPU%LPAR has been erratic for some time on certain days of
a specific z/OS system. You create a report to monitor the performance of the CPU%LPAR metric for a specific duration of
a z/OS system with time stamp and ZOSSYSTEM as filters respectively. The report helps you understand the trend and the
behaviour of the metric over a given period.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.
2. Click the Reports icon in the navigation bar, and click Create Report.

The Select Data wizard opens.
3. Select the data source and the corresponding metrics.

1.1 Select System Operational Domain, Click Choose Data...
The Choose Data window opens.

2.1 From the Source table, select and double-click TIMESTAMP, ZOSSYSTEM.
3.1 Expand z/OS Core, select CPU%LPAR, and click Add.
4.1 Click OK.

The New Ad Hoc View window opens. Work with the selected data to create a table, chart, or a crosstab based on
your requirement.

4. Create the chart

1.1 Click the Table drop-down list and select Chart.
On the left hand side under Domain: System Operational Domain, the metric paths are listed under Fields and the
metrics are listed under Measures.

2.1 Navigate to the Measures column and expand z/OS Core.
3.1 Select and right-click CPU%LPAR, select Add as Column.

CPU%LPAR is listed as one of the columns.
4.1 Navigate to the Fields column.

TIMESTAMP and ZOSSYSTEM are listed. 
5.1 Select and right-click TIMESTAMP, select Add to Rows.
6.1 Select and right-click ZOSSYSTEM, select Add to Rows.

5. Create Filters

1.1 Navigate back to the Fields column, select and right-click TIMESTAMP, select Create Filter.
The TIMESTAMP filter is added under the Filters Column.

2.1 Click the drop-down list in the filter and select is between, specify the date range.
3.1 Navigate back to the Fields column, select and right-click ZOSSYSTEM, select Create Filter.

The ZOSSYSTEM filter is added under the Filters Column.
4.1 Click the drop-down list in the filter and select equals.
5.1 Select the ZOSSYSTEM instance name.

6. Drag the slider under Rows to the far end and click Apply.
This step helps ensure that all the rows are selected to create the chart.

7. Navigate to the New Ad Hoc View section, click the gear icon and specify the Chart Types and (Optional) Chart
Format.

8. Click Save Ad Hoc View As, type the name of the report.
9. (Optional) Provide a description of the report.
10. Click Save.

The report is saved and is listed in the Reports page. You can schedule the report for the report to run at a set date and
time and delivered in an email or saved in a specified location in the format that you specified.

Create a Report using Network Operational Domain

As a Network Administrator, you monitor the utilization of Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Control Protocol of a
business application for a specific duration of a specific z/OS system. You can create a report to monitor the utilization of the
TCPIP Business App metric for a specific duration of a z/OS system with time stamp and ZOSSYSTEM as filters respectively.

1. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.
2. Click the Reports icon in the navigation bar, and click Create Report.

The Select Data wizard opens.

http://community.jaspersoft.com/documentation/tibco-jasperreports-server-user-guide/v630/working-ad-hoc-editor
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3. Select the data source and the corresponding metrics.

1.1 Select Network Operational Domain, Click Choose Data...
The Choose Data window opens.

2.1 From the Source table, press and hold the Ctrl key, select TIMESTAMP, ZOSSYSTEM, and click Add. (You can
also, doube-click, or drag and drop the required parameters).

3.1 Expand TCPIP Business App, select Utilization, and click Add.
4.1 Click OK.
5.1 The New Ad Hoc View window opens. Work with the seleted data to create a table, chart, or a crosstab based on

your requirement.
4. Create the chart

1.1 Click the Table drop-down list and select Chart.
On the left hand side under Domain: Network Operational Domain, the metric paths or context are listed
under Fields and the metrics are listed under Measures.

2.1 Navigate to the Measures column, select and right-click Utilization, and select Add to Columns.
Utilization metrics are listed.

3.1 Navigate to the Fields column.
TIMESTAMP and ZOSSYSTEM are listed. 

4.1 Select and right-click TIMESTAMP, select Add to Rows.
5. Create Filters

1.1 Navigate back to the Fields column, select and right-click TIMESTAMP, select Create Filter.
The TIMESTAMP filter is added under the Filters Column.

2.1 Navigate to the Filters column, click the drop-down list in the filter and select is between, and specify the date
range.

3.1 Navigate back to the Fields column, select and right-click ZOSSYSTEM, select Create Filter.
The ZOSSYSTEM filter is added under the Filters Column.

4.1 Click the drop-down list in the filter and select equals, and select the system name.
6. Drag the slider under Rows to the far end and click Apply.

This step helps ensure that all the rows are selected to create the chart.
7. Navigate to the New Ad Hoc View section, click the gear icon to specify the Chart Types and (Optional) Chart

Format.
8. Click Save Ad Hoc View As, type the name of the report.
9. (Optional) Provide a description of the report.
10. Click Save.

The report is saved and is listed in the Reports page. You can schedule the report for the report to run at a set date and
time and delivered in an email or saved in a specified location in the format that you specified.

 Create and Manage Dashboards
The dashboard page in MTC - OI contains the following pages:
The dashboard in MTC-OI provides you a graphical representation the performance of actual data
for metrics of components in your monitoring environment. The Dashboards page contains a default
dashboard that you can view. The Create Dashboards page lets you create a dashboard for the metrics that
are associated with the existing operational domain data. An ad hoc view or a report serves as the basis
for creating dashboards. You can view the dashboard page to review metric activity in the time range of
one hour to one month. 

The dashboard page in MTC - OI contains the following pages:

• Dashboards
View the default dashboard with the default metrics.

• Create Dashboard
Create a dashboard or use an existing report to create your dashboard.

 

 Perform Basic Tasks in the Dashboard Page
You can perform the following tasks from the Dashboards page for a default dashboard and for the
dashboards that you created:
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You can perform the following tasks from the Dashboards page for a default dashboard and for the dashboards that you
created:

Note:

Some tasks are specific to the default dashboard.

Manage Basic Dashboard Tasks

The dashboard displays data for the past day by default. You can set the time range, date, and metric values for a dashboard
and view the details associated with a metric from the dashboard.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.
2. Select one of the following options from the drop-down list to set the time range for a chart:

• Past hour (1H)
• Past day (1D)
• Past week (1W)
• Past month (1M)

The data for the selected period is displayed. The chart displays as much data as is available up to the current hour. Each
metric is denoted with a unique color.

Note:

If data is not available for the full time range that you selected, the chart displays as much data as is available within that
time range. 

3. (Optional) Click the refresh icon to update the data to the current time.

Note:

The Dashboard page automatically refreshes every 20 minutes.
4. View the performance of the metric for a specific time.

1.1 Hover the mouse cursor over a chart to view the following pop-up:

The pop-up displays the following information:

• The day, date, and time for the metric point
• The instance name
• The value of the metric at that instant

2.1 Scan the chart to review different points in time for the displayed data.
5. View the Green Highway chart from a default dashboard.

1.1 Navigate to the metric that you want to analyze from the dashboard in the Green Highway chart. 
2.1

Click the instance name . 

The link lets you quickly navigate to the Green Highway chart and analyze the metric path for alerts and historical
data.

Note:

When you return to the Dashboard page from the Analysis page, the time range resets to the default of one day to up
to the current hour.

6. Select or remove a metric from the display by clearing the checkbox next to a metric instance

name  to add or remove it from the display.

View Default Dashboard

The default dashboard provides you a snapshot view of actual data for four significant metrics for components in your
monitoring environment.

Follow these steps:
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1. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.
The Analysis page opens.

2. Click the dashboard icon in the navigation bar and then click Dashboards.
The default dashboard is displayed. 
The dashboard displays the performance of the following four metrics of CA SYSVIEW systems:

• • CPU%CPU usage percentage. The average of the CPU percentage that is busy across all the logical processors that are
defined for a system.

• JESSTGPSpecifies the spool track groups percent.

• CPU%LPARSpecifies the CPU usage in percentage of the logical partition.
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• STGSQA%Specifies the used percentage of SQA storage that is allocated.

Note:

The default dashboard is available as of now for only CA SYSVIEW metric paths.

Add Tabbed Dashboards

You can add new dashboards and view them from separate tabs.

Follow these steps:

1.
Navigate to the Dashboards page, click  to add a tabbed dashboard.
The Add Dashboard window opens.

2. Select the dashboard that you created from the list and click Save.
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3. (Optional) Type the dashboard name that you want to search in the Search bar.
4. Click Add.

The dashboard appears in a new tab. The filters appear at the top of the page.
5. Specify the values in the filters and click Apply.

The last added dashboard is highlighted and the data related to the highlighted dashboard is displayed.

 

 Create Dashboards
You can create dashboards to view, monitor, and compare, the performance of various metrics of a
system in your environment. An ad hoc view contains predefined set of metric data and values. You can
use ad hoc views or reports to build a custom dashboard. If the predefined ad hoc view or reports do not
meet your requirements, you can create a custom dashboard.

You can create dashboards to view, monitor, and compare, the performance of various metrics of a system in your
environment. An ad hoc view contains predefined set of metric data and values. You can use ad hoc views or reports to build a
custom dashboard. If the predefined ad hoc view or reports do not meet your requirements, you can create a custom dashboard.

Create a Dashboard

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence.
2. Click the dashboard icon in the navigation panel, and click Create Dashboard.
3. Navigate to the Existing Content section.
4. Drag the reports or ad hoc views to the New Dashboard section.

The report is empty message appears. 
5. Navigate to the Filters column and expand the report.

The filter items are listed.
6. Drag and drop the filter items from the Filters column to the New Dashboard section.

The filters are listed in the panel.
7.

Click the parameter mapping icon .
The Parameter Mapping dialog opens.

8. Select the dashlet from the Dashlet Affected drop-down list.
9. Select the filter or parameter from the Filter/Parameter Affected drop-down list.

The selected filter or parameter is mapped to the dashlet.
10. Click + to add more dashlets and map the dashlets to the filter or parameter. 
11. Click OK.
12.

Click the preview icon .
13. Specify the value for each filter.
14. Click Apply.

The dashboard appears and displays the time series data for the metrics.
15. Click the preview icon to return to the New Dashboard section.
16. To add more dashlets, repeat step-6.
17. Click the save icon, click Save Dashboard, type the name, description, and select the folder location.
18. Click Save.

The dashboard is saved and is listed in the tabbed dashboards list.
19.

Navigate to the Dashboards page, click  to add a tabbed dashboard.
The Add Dashboard window opens.

20. Select the dashboard that you created from the list and click Save.
21. (Optional) Type the dashboard name that you want to search in the Search bar.
22. Click Add.

The dashboard appears in a new tab. The filters appear at the top of the page.
23. Specify the values in the filters and click Apply.

The last added dashboard is highlighted and the data related to the highlighted dashboard is displayed.

You can now view the performance of various metrics that impact the system performance in one location and monitor
the health of the system.
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Note:

For more information about how to set dashboard properties and map parameters, see Jaspersoft documentation.

8 Troubleshooting

Contains troubleshooting information

Refer to the topics in this section for troubleshooting information for MTC-OI, such as the Analysis Engine, docker
environment, or microservices.

Note:

Some troubleshooting topics refer to microservices and containers. A container is a running instance of a microservice.

 No Data to Display
When you work on the Analysis page, you might encounter the message "No data to display" in place
of the Differential Analysis (Green Highway) chart. The chart attempts to load data for a five-week time
period that includes the time period you selected. The "No data to display” message appears when no
data is available for that entire five-week period. This outcome can occur if there is a large gap in the
data that is collected for the metric. A large gap in data can occur if you shut down the monitored system,
or just stopped running data collection on that system for a significant timeframe.

When you work on the Analysis page, you might encounter the message "No data to display" in place of the Differential
Analysis (Green Highway) chart. The chart attempts to load data for a five-week time period that includes the time period you
selected. The "No data to display” message appears when no data is available for that entire five-week period. This outcome
can occur if there is a large gap in the data that is collected for the metric. A large gap in data can occur if you shut down the
monitored system, or just stopped running data collection on that system for a significant timeframe.

To view data that has been collected for the metric of interest, follow these steps:

1. Click the calendar icon next to the Date/Time box in the upper right corner of the Analysis page.
2. Adjust the time range to more closely match the date you last expected data for the metric. For example, you could select a

date two months before the current day.
3. Click Apply.

The chart redraws to display the new time range.

 

 

 Send a Diagnostic Report to CA Support
If you think that you have issues with any of the appliance components, you can run a diagnostic report
and then send this report to CA Support.

If you think that you have issues with any of the appliance components, you can run a diagnostic report and then send this
report to CA Support.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the ISPF Manage panel. 
2. Select 5 - Run Diagnostics.
3. Select the Gather Diagnostics Option. 
4. Send Support the dump. 

http://community.jaspersoft.com/documentation/tibco-jasperreports-server-user-guide/v630/dashboard-properties
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 FOTS1317, FOTS1325, FOTS1370 Warning Messages
Appear after IPL
If you receive the FOTS1317, FOTS1325, or FOTS1370 warning messages after IPL, regenerate your
SSH keys. From the 2 - Manage panel, select 1 - SSH Keys.

If you receive the FOTS1317, FOTS1325, or FOTS1370 warning messages after IPL, regenerate your SSH keys. From the 2 -
Manage panel, select 1 - SSH Keys.

This step generates new SSH keys that allow access to the various other Manage panel actions.

 Disk Health Panel Error Appears after IPL
If you get the following error in the 3 - Disk Health panel after an IPL, regenerate your SSH keys:

If you get the following error in the 3 - Disk Health panel after an IPL, regenerate your SSH keys:

57 +++    debug1:                                        57 ++
+   interpret line.i                                16 +++ call
 refresh_filesys 

From the 2 - Manage panel, select 1 - SSH Keys.

This generates new SSH keys that allow access to the various other Manage panel actions.

 SSH Debug Mode Error
Symptom:

Symptom:

When you set the LogLevel to SSH debug mode (such as debug1) in the <home>/ssh/ssh_config file, you can get the
following error from the 3 - Disk Health panel:

57 +++    debug1:                                        57 ++
+   interpret line.i                                16 +++ call
 refresh_filesys  

Note:

You can also get this error if you do not define SSH keys after IPL. In this case, regenerate your SSH keys.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Create a config file in your <home>/.ssh/ directory. 
2. Specify the LogLevel in that file and save the file.

This new file overwrites the LogLevel that was specified in the <home>/ssh/ssh_config file.

 Set the System Instance Count
You use the metric paths to retrieve the metric data specific to the metric path of a system. If you do
not specify any metric path, the engine returns all the metrics that are associated with the top 100 most
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recently discovered system instances. If you do not specify any time range, the engine takes the last 1
hour as the default time range.

You use the metric paths to retrieve the metric data specific to the metric path of a system. If you do not specify any metric
path, the engine returns all the metrics that are associated with the top 100 most recently discovered system instances. If you do
not specify any time range, the engine takes the last 1 hour as the default time range.

At any given time, the database returns 50,000 records of data points. The number of system instances that the database
can return the information about, is inversely proportional to the time period or duration of data that the database can
generate. Reduce the time range to retrieve more metrics paths and their associated data points.

For example, for one instance of a metric, the engine returns data points that span 34 days. If you require data points for
two system instances, the engine returns data points that span 17 days for each system instance and so on. If the number of
instances are 800, the database returns data that spance for one hour for each system instance.

Edit the docker compose file to set the limit of system instances.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the system where MTC-OI is installed.
2. Navigate to the location where MTC-OI images are located.
3. Type the following command:

CD cabi/normal/

The normal directory opens
4. Type the following command:

ls

The docker compose yaml file is listed
5. Edit the docker-compose.yml file with the editor you have installed in your environment.

The environment variables are listed.
6. Update the following variable where N signifies the number of instances:

REPORTS_NUMBER_OF_INSTANCES=N
7. Save and exit from the editor.

The number of system instances are updated in the docker compose file, the database now retrieves the data from the specified
number of instances.

 VMware ISO Install Boot Error (x86_64 Only)
Reason:

Reason:

After submitting the prepare JCL job and specifying the installation ISO path (Step 15a), VMware shows the following boot
error:

No DEFAULT or UI configuration directive found!
boot:

Action:
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You specified an incorrect ISO path after submitting the prepare JCL job. Only specify the ISO file in the /install/<your-linux-
server>/os/ directory. Do not specify an ISO from a different directory.

Example: /cai/appln86/install/mylinux/x86_64/os/os.x86_64.iso

 

9 Command Reference

Syntax and descriptions of all commands.

This section contains reference information for MTC-OI. 

Advanced Commands

The Advanced Commands panel provides additional information and functionality for a system programmer. For example,
you can view information about your hardware, Linux environment, Docker platform, and you can also manage FTP, SSL, and
Debug mode. You access this panel from ISPF.

Follow these steps:

1. To invoke the ISPF application, execute CAAE:

TSO EXEC prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)

The MF Operational Intelligence Platform panel appears.
2. Select 2 - Manage, 9 - Advanced Commands.
3. Select any of the following advanced options and view the examples:

• 1 - Linux Version
Displays the version of your Linux host
Example:

Linux linux.mydomain.com 3.10.0-nnn.nnn.s390x #1 SMP Wed Mar 22
 20:40:37 ES

• 2 - CPU Info
Displays information about your CPU, such as the number of processors and features.
Example:

vendor_id        : IBM/S390
# processors     : 1
bogomips per cpu : 12886.00
feature : esan3 zarch stfle msa ldisp eimm dfp etf3eh highgprs
...

• 3 - System Info
Displays information about your system, such as the Manufacturer, Type, Model, and Sequence Code.
Example:
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Manufacturer:        IBM
Type:                2964
Model:               613              N63
Sequence Code:       00000000000C4847
...

• 4 - Memory Info
Displays information about your system, such as
Example:

MemTotal:       8049408 kB
MemFree:         710320 kB
MemAvailable:   3133348 kB
Buffers:         558544 kB
Cached:         1892116 kB
...

• 5 - Status Docker
Displays status information about Docker, such as the Client and Server details
Example:

    docker.service - Docker Application Container Engine
    Loaded: loaded (/usr/lib/systemd/system/docker.service;
 enabled;
    Active: active (running) since Tue 2017-03-21 17:40:33 EDT;
 23h ago
      Docs: http://docs.docker.com
 Main PID: 8853 (dockerd)
   CGroup: /system.slice/docker/service
...

• 6 - Docker Version
Displays your version of Docker
Example:

Client:
 Version:      1.13.0-dev
 API version:  1.25
 Go version:   go1.7.1
 Git commit:   6fafd07
 Built:        Tue Sep 13 02:44:45 2016
 OS/Arch:      linux/s390x
...

• 7 - Docker Info
Displays additional information about Docker, such as the number of Containers and their status
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Example:

Containers: 18
 Running: 18
 Paused: 0
 Stopped: 0
Images: 10
Server Version 1.13.0-dev
Storage Driver: ovelay
...

• 8 - Docker Images
Displays information about your Docker images.

• 9 - Reserved
Reserved for future use.

• 10 - Reserved
Reserved for future use.

• 11 - Reserved
Reserved for future use.

• 12 - Update
Lets you update files on the appliance.

10 Additional Resources

Includes educational resources, product references and support information.

Product Support

• CA Support Online
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Maintenance Philosophy
• Knowledge Base Articles

Education

• Education Portal
• Operational Intelligence eBook

Social Media

• CA Mainframe User Community
• Twitter
• YouTube

11 Product Names and Abbreviations

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM)
• CA Common Services for z/OS (CCS)
• CA NetMaster Network Management for TCP/IP (CA NetMaster NM for TCP/IP)
• CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (CA OPS/MVS)
• CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management (CA SYSVIEW)

https://support.ca.com/us.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/product-related-technical-information/ca-mainframe-installation-and-maintenance-tools.html
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/product-related-technical-information/maintenance-philosophy-for-cas-zos-based-products.html
http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-endevor-software-change-manager.aspx?d=t&page=1&type=Knowledge&typeofcontent=Knowledge+Base+Articles
http://www.ca.com/us/ca-education.aspx
https://www.ca.com/us/products/mainframe-operational-intelligence.html
https://communities.ca.com/community/ca-mainframe-community
https://twitter.com/CAmainframe?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/user/catechnologies
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• Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence (MTC-OI)
• CA Business Intelligence (CABI)

12 Documentation Legal Notice

The documentation legal notice.

This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred to
as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by CA at any time.
This Documentation is proprietary information of CA and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or
duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of CA.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with
that software, provided that all CA copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable
license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility
to certify in writing to CA that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to CA or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
WILL CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED
IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is CA.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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